2005 buick rendezvous spark plugs

I've worked in a variety of hands-on professions and love to write about topics that can save
readers from needless expenses. Al Ibrahim. Battery problems can strike without warningâ€”the
unsuspecting owner fearing that something terrible happened to their vehicle overnight and
now it won't start at all. More often than not though, the vehicle is completely fine other than a
battery that's acting up. Car batteries are probably the most volatile component in the car, and it
doesn't take much for them to go bad. They only have a shelf life of a few years, and they'll die
quicker because of things like disuse, corrosion, and faulty connections. It takes a very large
amount of power to turn over an engine and start a car. The batteries are designed to give a big
push of power and voltage for a short period of time. If you're not sure what your problem is
though, make sure you read through all of the possible problems, and go to my other articles on
solenoid problems and alternator problems to make sure you can rule those out too. There are
multiple types of problems that a person might run into with their battery. Here are just a few.
There are two ports or posts that stick up from your battery, the negatively charged post and
the positively charged post. There are cables that attach to each of these posts that run from
your battery to your starter. Sometimes the screws or bolts that connect the ports to the cables
can become loose and the connection breaks. When this happens your car won't start at all. It
will be completely dead because no power will be going from your battery to your starter. So if
you're trying to start your car and absolutely nothing is happening, check your connections.
This problem can also be indicative of solenoid problems. Corrosion is another thing that can
cause a bad connection to pop up. The same two ports mentioned earlier that can develop a
loose connection can also develop a corroded connection. As corrosion develops on the ports,
the connection consistently grows weaker. There is less metal to metal contact and therefore it
becomes harder for power to transfer from the battery to the starter. If you're having battery
problems, check your ports to see if they're corroded. If they are, you might think about
cleaning them. Here's a good explanation and directions for how to clean battery posts. If
you've let your car sit idle for awhile without using it, usually at least two weeks or more, then
your battery might have lost enough power that it can no longer start your engine. After a
battery starts a car, the alternator takes over and powers the electrical systems of the car and
also recharges the battery, which we'll talk about next. As long as the car is being run fairly
often the battery can be continuously recharged and ready for use. But if the car isn't being run
often, the battery will slowly drain over time and soon won't have enough juice to send the
necessary voltage to the starter. Battery problems can quickly arise from alternator problems. If
your alternator is going bad, then it will no longer be able to charge your battery. You'll start
your car, drive for awhile and your car will die. The battery won't restart the car and you'll be
stuck. Like I mentioned in the above point, the alternator powers almost all of the electrical
systems of the car once the car is started and it recharges the battery as well. So if your
alternator is going bad, not only will your battery not recharge fully, but your car might die on
you while driving because you aren't generating enough spark or other things in order to
successfully run your vehicle. Car batteries are something you don't want to skimp on. They're
like tires. Sure you can buy cheap tires and drive them for awhile. But you'll be back in the shop
before too long getting new ones because they're already worn out. I don't mind spending extra
money for them because I hate battery problems. Not only that, but I also travel quite a bit and
hate coming home to a dead battery at the end of a week-long trip. That's pretty expensive, I
know, but will last you for a couple of years. If you're like me and really want to avoid problems
as much as possible, then make sure you get a good quality battery and make sure that you
keep your ports clean from corrosion and firmly connected. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. I feel there is something else that is
draining my battery. It never has failed to start, just sometimes is hard to get it started but
eventually will start. Lights, radio, etc are always working even when starting is hard. Anyone
with advice would be appreciated! Thanks in advance. I have a Ford Taurus Se. On the morning
of January 31, I left out of my front door, went to my car got in turned the key the car started and
then for a second then immediately shut off. I tried turning the key again the car would not start
and is still not starting. Now the battery is drained. What's going on with my car? Why is it not
starting? I have a Bugatti veyron. I push start, it no start every time. The light all work tho. Gmc
dealer was no help at all geez. So I've just had to wait hours for my car to be recovered as it
wouldn't start and my mum had previously taken it to a garage for the same issue but they
didn't know the cause; the battery seems to be cut after being used a lot ie today I probably
drove for around 3 hours in total over three occasions and when I went to start it back up to get
home it wouldn't turn on and she had the same problem but when it hasn't been used for a while
it's fine Could anyone suggest what this could be or what to do? My Mitsubishi was struggling
to start I bleed it I just put new glow plugs in it and still have the same problem. If car sits in the

sun for 4 plus hours it will not crank. But let it sit over night it cranks right up. Any ideas. My
Honda battery died after a 3 hour drive. My acura battery dies if it sits for more than about 12
hours without running. Will start right up with a jump and no issues starting again if it runs for a
bit. This has happened a few times. Is this just a bad battery? It just doesn't seem to hold a
charge. Took it to 2 mechanics they say the alternator is fine?? My truck battery dies if it sits for
more than about 12 hours without running. When I'm jumping my truck it cranks but won't start
n my battery dies once the cables come off please help. My car battery does a good job in
starting when ignition fuse only is inserted. After the start of the engine every other fuse is
inserted and be happy all through the journey. I changed fuel filters I a f superduty and when I
hook positive battery cable up it really spark alot and primi g fuel sycling the key a few times
and battery already dead. Don't know what's going on or where or what to look for. If starter
fluid is sprayed in the carburetor it will start and runs very good. I have a Ford F super duty and
I just replaced both batteries and it won't start. No crank but the lights and the dash lights up.
Any idea what's going in. I have a Hyundai Tucson which has trouble starting if I leave it for a
day or two. I had battery checked out and was told it was perfectly fine. It seems like there must
be a slow drain going on, but I always check that all lights are off, etc. Any ideas? Hi, I had a
problem with my brake lights not working, and since then my battery keeps dying. Any ideas as
to why? Had similar problems. Self installed a new battery. Would die about a week in. Cleaned
the nodes with baking soda and water. Didn't clear the problem. Noticed the cables were loose
kinda. Tightened it even more to ensure connection. And voila. Our symptoms showed as dead
battery. And had to boost the car with a portable car battery charger. I have lights but that's it. It
does nothing. If I give it a jump it fires right up and it's good for a while then it happens again. If
I got my battery charged at AutoZone is it necessary to give it a jump once I put it back in the
car. Car started after putting new battery on. Now the next day it just gives 3 quiet clicks in
cockpit and alarm light flashes 2 times. Engine won't even turn. I just put in a new alternator,
new starter, new battery, and new terminal on my new battery, and while driving in 19 degrees
weather my car panel went black and car just cut off. Hi my Opel Astra give me problem staring
it's harder to turn speedometer waving up and down and cut off and don't want to start any
more. I have a Isuzu Rodeo all manual, I have a new interstate battery and I had the alternator
checked and it's good however I have had 3 or 4 alternators in the life of this vehicle but if it sits
longer than 2 days I have to jump it off. What could be the problem? My grand daughters car
would not start got her a new battery, same problem next day, so took it to the. Even checked
battery cables. My car needed a jump yesterday morning and through out the day I turned it off
and on and it restated fine. Then this morning the battery needed to be jumped again and it
started after sitting for four hours, but after that it day for am nor and needed to be jumped
again. I can drive it for days with no problems and then out of no where it won't start. I get a
jump and it starts right up. I bought a chevy Monte Carlo and has a small block in it but.. And
it's not the battery or the terminal and I even replaced the ulternater and I still having problems
with it killing it self. What's wrong with your battery if it works fine unless I don't drive it for like
two days? And it's a brand new battery. Hi my car has been working fine for me but i havent
driven it for about a full day. Ive just started it with no problems drove to get some food then
when i came back to start it. The car was out like the battery was drained. Car lights or anything
electrical wasnt on. I jumped it and it started i drove home switched it off then when i tried to
start it has done the same thing. I have a volkswagen motorhome and I have fitted a new battery
and it is a heavy duty battery for the motorhome and it won't start but the lights are working on
the motorhome and on the dashboard and Ithe won't start I have noticed a multi plug going to
the positive lead in the plug it has fuses but I noticed one fuse was blown and it had two fuses
two were 20 amp but I don't know wat the other fuses were would this stop it to start I noticed
there was no life in the battery. If we turn off the engine then start it again straight away it starts
first time no problem. It is only after some time that it goes dead. It seems like the battery is
failing to hold its charge or something is draining it. What do you think? Could it be the
alternator? And thanks for the useful article Is it a possibility that a starter relay that was bad
could cause the battery to go dead. We drive the van every few days and it still dies. We
charged the battery and replaced the relay today but I was just trying to figure out what made
the battery die before. The port to my battery has been having issues. Normally if my car
wouldn't start I would just wiggle the port a little bit and it would start right up. I noticed that the
positive port seemed loose and it looked like it was stripped so I bought a new one and put it in
and got a jump, the car started but after letting it run awhile I turned it off and it won't start back
up, dead, no power. So I'm curious could that mean I need a new battery? Could it mean that I
still have a bad port connection, or could it mean that I need a new alternator? Someone please
help me. My car has been sitting almost a month due 2 this issue and I need my car but don't
want 2 waste money on something I don't need. What does it mean whenever I have the heater

on in my headlights on in my truck is running I disconnect the battery everything is fine but as
soon as I connect the battery backup the truck starts dying if anyone can tell me what is going
on and causing me to lose power when I hook back up the positive to the battery. I have a car
that starts but ever so often it won't do nothing when I turn the key it jump start then start all the
time til it wants to not start..?? The lights go off by themselves and so does the radio when I get
out of the vehicle. This morning went to start the garage and let it run for a second remote
starter nothing would not start, got in the vehicle tried to start engine it tried but nothing. How
can a Brand New car have a bad battery? The dealer sent a wrecker to my house, he jumped it
off and now it is fine. How in the world did the battery go down overnight? I have a dodge
charger SXT. My battery was fine and one day my radio started messing up and won't come on
and then after a few months it was popping back on for the day and then back off for months.
But the day it started that my battery started dying only in the mornings. Well, I bought a new
battery and it was fine for about 2 weeks and then started dying only in the mornings again. And
the weird part is the days my radio will pop on it won't be dead the next morning. My car will
drive good around town and start every time if I drive around town but if I drive somewhere
that's better than 30 miles away and then turn my car off and try to start it again I can't and
won't start I just replace the battery what could it possibly be. Okay pushed guy out of the road.
He recently put in new alternator. His car died while driving it. We gave him jump start and it
started but spit and sputtered. He took off negative to test alternator and it ran stronger and
better. He was able to drive to nearest stopping point without negative cable. Ideas on what's
wrong? My friend has a Toyota Camry, that's been sitting for over a year. I've replaced the;
battery, starter, and alternator, but it still won't start! The radio and lights all come on, but won't
turn over. Why could be the problem. Hi my fiance's chevy colorodo has problems with battery
dying on him. The battery is just about a year old and we took it to the shop where we bought it
and they told us everything is ok that it does not drive it enough. It happened twice on us and
was told we need to get a battery tender. Has anyone else have or had this problem and why is
it happening. I have a bmw i it's starts and runs good and everything but when I turn it off and
try to turn it back on it wont started into later what can it be the battery? I have a Gmc C I
recently had work done on it. Had the distributor replaced. Ran into issues with the truck
keeping a charge, so i replaced both the alternatoe and the battery. They both tested bad. The
lights would dim if i would drive at night. I tried turning off the lights and blower motor to let it
recharge while i let it run in driveway. Next morning truck would not start. Any ideas on what
would cause the alternator to not recharge, but keep a charge while driving. Tested alternator
output and I am getting My car failing to start since days, called AA, they jump started the car,
and confirmed battery is good. Again it happened next day, I called again AA, same story. I
directly drive into kwik fit Mary hill road , they also told the same story. Next day, ,managed to
reach another kwik fit near Pollokshaws Rd. They really spend sometime and checked
everything. My doubt is how come the starter motor is working well when i am using jump
starter to start from another car? Couple days ago my abs, check engine, and brake light came
on on dash now my suv won't crank won't make any noise like battery dead. Tried to boost off. I
left my car light on for days and ran the battery flat, jumpstarting has done nothing. Hi, my car
will only start after a long drive clearly it is recharging the battery it will start for 2 days each
morning after the drive but then requires a jump every morning until another long drive. The
battery appears to be recharging but leaking the power over night. It is a newish battery. My
battery was almost flat, tried starting it with jumps and the car started straight away, everything
kicked in for about two seconds then diedâ€¦.. I have a honda civic my car battery died and now
my car only runs for 4 week at a time then the battery dies My car will start lights radio all good
drive it anywhere good win I get back in to start it won't start lights radio all work has to set at
least a couple hours then it Will start. I've been having probs with my car lately I was driving
mph and the radio went out and all my interior lights flickered and went out and my car died. My
mom and a friend tried to jump it off the next day and it melted the jumper cables. I have no
power what so ever. I'm going to school at Lincoln Tech and brought the battery to my teacher.
It was completely dead. We charged it for 2 hours and put it on a d-tax. It was the battery was
bad. Hooked up a carbon pile tester and it held a charge at But when I tried to hook it back up in
my car that night, it sparked really bad and I heard a clicking noise coming from the starter area.
Last night, I was talking to my friend and decided to go check it. It sparked a little bit when I put
the negative cable on the battery, and there was no noise coming from the starter area this time.
My dad doesn't know what to do and my teacher is kinda stumped. I've done everything they've
suggested, but I still have no headlights or interior lights, with or without the key Can you give
me some advice on what to do?? Its driving me nuts. Its been a week since I've had my car and
my mom is tired of taking me everywhere. I think we as car owners sometimes neglect a lot of
things in our cars--the battery being one of them. And then we wonder why we're replacing

components too often. Nice article. I have a grand am, in which i just changed the alternator and
battery. Car being driving good for a month with no problems. My truck will lose power for just a
split second and then it will be fine. It's always at random times too. I just got a new battery a
month ago. What could it be? Hi, after a fail in the alternator Opel Astra I replaced it. Since then,
after my rides km, home to work and back when I'm parking using first and reverse gears, lights
only external lights, not internal and radio turn off for less than a second and then turn on again
it happens 2 or 3 times every day, only with first or reverse gear, so at low rpm. I took the car to
the garage where they had replaced the alternator, but they say the new alternator is ok and
they don't know what s going on Should be the new alternator in bad condition? My car wont
turn on i think its the battery,i here tick tick tick sounds quickly and just slowly fades away. Left
the radio on idk how it stays on and now car wont start. I just replaced my alt. And blew my alt
fuse so I replaced that too, I drove my car to work today and the car battery was very low it
wouldn't even start the car I got the battery tested and auto zone said the battery was still good,
do you think it could be a short somewhere? Friend has a chevrolet cavalier that when starting
the starter engages fine, then temporarily cuts out, but quickly engages again starting the car.
Its almost like someone cuts off the power for a split second. What could this be? My car was
working fine i didn't use it yesterday, however today im getting ready to go to school and lights
inside the car start flickering on and off, the I turn the car and nothing any suggestions?? Hi my
name is stephanie and my problem stared when i left my lights on in 92 buick century only Was
unable due to alarm system. He cut the alarm box. Then was unable to jump my car. Ran fine for
a couple of days. Try to start my car was having hard time turning over let go to try to restart
lost all power. Had someone try to jump my car lights came on still would not turn over. Car sit
for about an hour I try it by sure luck it turn over. I have noticed when my heat is on it is
draining my battary when i am driving. Please help not sure where to start. Not mentioned here
is if a single cell has become defective and you attempt to start the engine you may hear a clunk
from the starter solonoid but there is insufficiend current available to fully engage the solonoid
or turn the starter itself. To determine this condition you need to first check and see that your 12
Volt battery has at least 13,67 volts available. Less than that, it is defective. Then if that is
correct, check each individual cell. You do that by removing the electrolyte fill caps, use a nails
or screws to a voltage meter and one by one test each cell next to one another. To Donna above
me. A common problem on not starting is the electronics and pollution controls. You can
bypass all that by connecting a wire from the hot terminal of your battery to the hot wire of your
coil. Just remember the green one will always be ground negative. My car gives problems on
this about once a month. Something in the steering column with the ignition switch. Just
remember you will need to disconnect that wire to shut off your engine though. Old day known
as Hot Wiring. Here I am a woman and yet I know more about cars and electronics than most
any man. But then I also have a PhD in Physics. No, I am not a Rocket Scientist. One added
thing. Beware that in jump starting another's car, you risk blowing the diodes in your car's
alternator if theirs is bad. Also, I knew of a case where a person was giving a jump start and told
the man not to try to start until he was away from the battery. The guy disregarded and cranked
as soon as he connected, the battery blew up and the man was permanently blinded from the
acid. Not totally blinded, but his eyesight was damaged to the point he will never be allowed to
drive again. Ad of course so many people are sue happy. The more you help someone, the more
they expect. Best way to jump start though is connect to the other and run your engine 5 or ten
minutes, disconnect a lead and Have them attempt to start. I highly recommend you do NOT
have your engine running when they attempt to start. You will have two alternators battling for
command. And the weaker smaller one is certain to lose. Lastly, do NOT hook up the black
Negative cables to the batteries. Connect the reds, then clamb the blacks to a bare metal
surface on the vehicle. Chrome bumpers work nice. But the engine block has many
opportunities too. Well back to that exploding battery. You can be a bit distant from it, even
often set the hood down for added protection. My car was cutting out while driving. I had her
checked over by a garage that couldn't find a fault and replaced battery. Left the garage and she
cut out again. Turned round to go straight back but they told me they could do nothing with the
car for over a week. So after a bit of internet hunting i came up with a CGR valve reading on the
car. Got her to my friend who is mechanic. He blocked up the valve which is legal ran car
through diagnostics and car has been great since. I gave someone a jump two days ago now my
car needs a jump every time I go to start it why is that. I've no idea apparently. I have an 86 Ford
truck which has had some issues and has not run for a while. I regularly go out and try to start
it, just to make the engine parts move occasionally. We put a new starter on and I found a
renewed interest in trying to get it started. The battery was dead, so I had it on a charger. While
charging, I turned the key on listening for the fuel pump, then couldn't resist the stupid urge to
crank it. A moment later, the truck had no power anywhere Just wondering if there may be fuse,

fusible link or maybe the starter relay that I blew up. I must has a wish to complicate things. As i
have purchased a new car so for fifteen i wont be able to start the car if that is the case battery
power will come down or it will be k so that i can start it immediately. No, that doesn't sound like
a solenoid problem. The solenoid helps primarily with the starting of the car, and won't let you
start at all if it goes bad, even after a jump. It could be something simple like a completely dead
battery. If your battery won't take a charge at all, then the car will die on you pretty quick after
you disconnect the cables. If it were me, I'd try jumping it again, but leave the other truck
hooked up with the engine revving slightly for about minutes after your car starts. Then see if it
dies right away again on you. If so, then you might need to take your batter in to your local auto
parts store and have them test it for you to see how good it is. I recently had my alternator
replaced, and about a week later my car won't start at all. No clicks or turning attempts when I
turn the ignition. I tried jumping it with my brother's truck, and it started, but after I took the
cables off, i pushed on the brakes to turn the car off and it died again. Does this sound like a
solenoid problem, or am I in bigger trouble than that? American auto manufacturers were on a
roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and
horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code
P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A
basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the
calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in
the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when
they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of
helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air,
and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is
jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the
scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis.
You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government
released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of
money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do
it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things
beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he
wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your
transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive.
All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related
Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan.
By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Eddie spent
35 years in the automotive business with Honda. We all know what an automatic transmission
is, basicallyâ€”very basically, at leastâ€”so I'm not going to bore you with the details about how
it converts power from your engine into power at the wheels. But you should know that the
process involves plenty of hydraulic fluid as well as gears and clutches. The cause of a slipping
transmission will depend on the type of transmission you have in your vehicle. I will discuss the
two most common types, automatic and standard. If you have an automatic transmission and it
"slips" while you are driving itâ€”that is, the car engine revs without the power going to the
wheelsâ€”the most common cause though not the only possible cause is low transmission
fluid. If the slipping is caused by low fluid, it will get worse as the transmission gets hotter. The
next question is, why? Probably because you have a leak. The cause of your leak is probably a
failure of one of the seals that keep the oil inside the transmission though there are other places
the transmission might leak. How many seals the transmission has depends on whether you
have a front-wheel-drive, four-wheel-drive, or rear-wheel-drive car. Seals themselves are not
expensive parts, but depending on where they are located, it might take a lot of labor to replace
them. Axle seal failures are common, and the dealer will usually have those seals in stock. But if
it's your input shaft seal, plan on leaving your car for a day or two, and expect the labor cost to
be upwards of eight to ten hours. This photo shows an input shaft seal leak. To replace this
seal, the transmission needs to be removed from the car; this job can get costly. Be sure to
check your owner's manual on how to check your transmission fluid. Typically you fill the
transmission through the dipstick tube, using a small funnel. If your transmission is leaking,
you will want to fix it. Meanwhile, if you must drive a car with a leaking transmission, you should
top off the fluid. Some manufacturers will want you to check the transmission fluid level when
the engine is warmed up and running with the transmission in park, other manufacturers like

Honda will have you check it with the engine warmed up but not running. If your transmission
fluid level is low and not showing on the dipstick, add transmission fluid--the proper
transmission fluid. Each car manufacturer uses a specific fluid. If you use the wrong fluid, you
could damage your transmission internally, so again, check your owner's manual. Fill it to the
top line on the dipstick and then drive it to your mechanic. Note: Sometimes when an automatic
transmission is low on fluid and you top it off, air pockets develop inside the transmission that
keep the fluid from getting to all the parts of the mechanism. After adding the fluid, I suggest
that while the car is running, you move the shift lever through the different gears on the shifter
selector, and then check the fluid again. Running the shifter through the gears redirects the
fluid to different parts of the transmission and removes the air pockets. You may have to do this
procedure several times, or even drive the car around the block, and then recheck the fluid
level. Note : I do not recommend using additives that are supposed to stop leaks; they can plug
up the transmission. Use the automatic transmission fluid your car manufacturer makes. If you
are concerned about other fluids besides automatic transmission fluid that seem to be coming
out of your car, here's some useful advice. Clutch disc and pressure plate. The clutch looks like
it blew apart. If you ride your clutch it may look like this. If you think your clutch is starting to
slip, you can try a stall test. Put your car in third gear and try starting off like you would
normally, as if you were in first gear. If your clutch is working properly, letting the clutch out all
the way should stall the car. If, however, the clutch is slipping, the engine RPMs will rise, the car
will slowly start rolling, and you will have a smell like burning paper coming from the engine
compartment. When a clutch starts slipping you will smell it. There are many reasons why a
clutch would slip, but the most common reason is that the clutch is worn out. If the clutch disc
is worn out, you need to replace it, generally also along with the clutch plate and one or two
bearings. If you don't replace a worn clutch in time, you might have to replace the flywheel the
big chunk of metal next to it as well. Just being a newbie and learning to use a clutch for the
first time can cause a lot of wear and tear. Learning to drive on a standard transmission can end
up costing you money if you don't get the hang of it quickly. Then again, clutches slip for
reasons not related to wear and tear or abuse. If your input shaft seal is leaking gear oil onto the
clutch disc, this could very well cause a slipping clutch. Another common reason for a slipping
clutch is a faulty or damaged pressure plate. The pressure plate is operated by a high-tension
spring. If for some reason the pressure is not distributed evenly over the clutch disc, the clutch
will start to slip. There are many possible reasons for a slipping transmission and I could not
cover all of them above. If you have any questions just leave them in the comment box below.
Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. This
morning, as I was driving about 30 mph, the engine started to roar as if in neutral. It did this
about three times for about a mile until I could get home. I later drove around the neighborhood
and it does seem to make a vibrating noise at times, and it also seems like it is shifting at times.
The fluid level seems normal. It is a used vehicle that we purchased three months ago, so I
know nothing about the history. What could this be? Answer: If the fluid level is OK, it's
possible you may have a solenoid or valve that is sticking or not working properly. Question: I
have Silverado, and the transmission slips while driving. If I stop and restart the engine, it
drives fine. Do you have any idea what this could be? Answer: It sounds like something
electronic, like a solenoid or valve, so it could be a quick fix. Question: I have a Newly rebuilt
trans on a F 7. First and second gear seem to slip when trans oil temp reaches It was taken
apart 3 times and no issues were seen. A triple disk converter was added. Any ideas? Answer:
You're losing pressure somewhere, it could be an o-ring, crack in the valve body, a valve not
closing all the way. Do you have another valve body you can swap out? Answer: Absolutely. I
recommend checking the transmission for leaks first, then doing a transmission fluid change.
It's a cheap test to see if the shifting improves. Question: My Ford Focus sticks at a high rev
when I am on the highway and accelerate to pass. It hangs up there for maybe three seconds
then comes back down - when I am going What gives? Answer: I recommend checking the
throttle linkage and throttle plate for any carbon build up. Try cleaning up the plate with carb
clean and clean the inner and outer moving parts as well, then use some spray lube on the
external moving parts. Question: I have a Dodge Ram. If I romp it to the rug, it gets to about
4-grand and then acts like it goes into neutral. What could be the cause? Answer: Sounds to me
like your losing pressure inside the transmission and it is going into neutral. Have you checked
the transmission fluid yet? Also check the condition of the fluid, if it is very dirty the pickup
screen could be restricted. Question: What should I do when my cars automatic transmission is
shifting abnormally when it gets hot? Answer: I always recommend checking the fluid level and
condition first. If it dirty or low, change it or top it off. Question: Is there any chance to fix and
recover my slipping transmission instead of purchasing a new one? Answer: If your

transmission is slipping, start with the basics. Check the fluid level and condition, address as
needed. If the check engine light or check transmission light is on, have the codes pulled, it will
point you to what is going wrong with the transmission. Sometimes a filter and fluid change can
correct slipping issues, sometimes the problem will need more diagnosis. Question: I have a
Honda Pilot with , miles on it. For the past four years, maybe once or twice a season it would
slip out of drive after a stop. It either shifted to 2nd gear, or turn off. Restarting the car would
remedy the problem, and then it would not happen again for weeks or months. This past year, it
happened a few times, and then not for days. Lately, it's happened quite often until I had my
power steering pump replaced. Since then, it has happened only once or twice. Does this make
any sense? Answer: It sounds like you may have an electronic solenoid failing. If the check
engine light is on or the "D" light is flashing, have the codes read, it will point you to which
solenoid is failing. It's not accelerating as fast as it should when I press the gas pedal. It does
so only momentarily before going back to normal. I have replaced the spark plugs, cleaned the
throttle and replenished the CVT fluid to a reasonable level, but nothing has helped. Does my
gear need replacing? It has , miles and has a transmission issue. When I take my foot off of the
accelerator for a couple of seconds, the transmission immediately wants to downshift. I have an
automatic transmission. The transmission does this at slow and fast speeds, but not so much
above 50 mph. Is my transmission bad, or do I have bad solenoids? Answer: If the check engine
light is not on and the "D" light on your PRNDL2 is not flashing then you know it's not an
electronic solenoid failure or issue. If the fluid is dirty or not at the correct level, this could also
cause some issue like this. Honda transmission fluid levels are checked with the engine off and
the car on level ground. Only use Genuine Honda transmission fluid, or you will have shifting
issues. Question: I have a Honda Accord Automatic. It starts and drives about two blocks. Then,
as soon as I stop and start to accelerate again, there is no movement. If I turn the car off for
about minutes start it back up it drives again for about a block or two, then it stops. I've
checked TCU transmission fluid and code lights. Any idea what it could be? Answer: It sounds
like your transmission has a clog. I recommend using light compressed air through each check
port on the transmission and see if you can move the debris around. Question: What would
make an automatic transmission not engage if the fluid is full? Answer: It's usually a lack of
pressure. The problem could be a pump, filter O-ring, blocked passage, etc. Question: When I
shift, my car revs up before speeding up. Is the clutch going out? Question: My Ford f like
thumps a little when running 45 or so. It doesn't jerk or rev, it just feels like someone has a rope
tied to the back and giving it a quick little tug. Is that my transmission? Answer: It could be but
it sounds to me like maybe a bad spark plug, plug wire, coil or something to do with spark, it's
just a hunch. Question: I have a Chevy , and it slips when it is hot. What could the problem be?
Answer: What is the condition of the fluid and the color? If the filter hasn't been changed in a
while it's possible debris is collecting in the screen and causing a flow problem. I recommend
starting by checking these items. Question: I have a '98 Corolla manual. Lately, I've noticed it
revs high and is sluggish in first and second, but is fine once it's in third. Could there possibly
be a vacuum leak? Answer: The high rev could be a vacuum leak at idle. The sluggishness is
more likely a bad spark plug or spark plug wire. A bad spark plug or spark plug wire will fire well
under a load, but once you get the vehicle up to speed, the engine will run smoothly. Where do I
start? Answer: I alway recommend starting by checking the fluid level and condition. If it's
black, replace it a couple of times and see if it helps. Question: My Honda Pilot is slipping and
static shifting after I drive it hard for ten minutes. When you first drive it, it doesn't slip or shift
hard. Could it be the shifter solenoid or overdrive solenoid? Answer: The most common
condition people overlook is the transmission fluid. The fluid is either too low or very dirty. Dirty
fluid can cause all kinds of shifting issues because it clogs up small passageways going to the
shift solenoids. If the fluid level is low, there's not enough fluid to fill all these passages, and the
transmission lacks pressure internally. This will lead to poor shift quality or no shift at all. So I
recommend checking those two conditions first. Question: I have a Ford F Heritage with , miles.
After a warm-up, as I brake the truck shutters as it comes to a stop and then stalls. I can restart
the engine, but unless I rev the engine as I shift to drive, the truck stalls again. Is this problem
the torque converter, one of the sensors I've replaced the 2-speed sensors or the trans itself?
Answer: Most likely the torque converter is stuck in lock up, so it could be the lock up solenoid
or something internally wrong in the torque converter. Question: My transmission is squirting
gear oil on my clutch. If I put a new seal in, can I use the old clutch, or do I have to buy a new
one? Answer: I recommend replacing at least the clutch disc, but it's best to replace the
assembly. Question: I have Lexus ES The auto transmission is having some issues with
hanging and then suddenly shifting with a slight jerk move from 2nd to 3rd or 4th gear. Also, the
RPM needle sometimes goes slightly up or down in a shaky movement by itself. Any
suggestions about what it could be? Answer: You should maybe have the transmission

serviced, or you can check the fluid level and overall condition. Question: I have a 5. I took the
pan off and cleaned the valve body. I also adjusted the bands. Now, when I take off, it doesn't
slip, but at about 20 miles an hour it locks up the rear tires. What's causing that? Answer: I think
you adjusted the bands incorrectly. I recommend consulting a transmission expert, someone
who knows Dodge transmissions. It sounds like you're pretty mechanically inclined, so if you
pick the transmission expert's brain, they should be able to get you rolling again. Question: My
Tundra's rebuilt automatic transmission has about 70, miles on it and began slipping, but has
no transmission leaks. Can this be adjusted out, or does the transmission need to be replaced?
Answer: It's best to have a transmission expert or a Toyota tech check it out. Sometimes a
sticking valve or solenoid can cause a slip. Also dirty fluid could also cause shifting problems.
Question: My Honda Civic automatic transmission 1. Today it popped out of gear, and the
engine was still running, had to coast to stop. Put it in park, reverse, and then drive, went into
gear and drove home, it jumped a few more times, so I manually shifted until I got home?
Answer: I recommend checking the fluid level and condition first. If the fluid level is low, top it
off, if it is black or gray, I recommend changing the fluid a couple times and see if your situation
improves. Question: I have a Honda Civic, and I recently changed the clutch and pressure plate,
but I'm getting clutch slip. Any ideas on what to try next? Answer: Yes, I recommend replacing
the rubber hose in the hydraulic system, if the hose collapses inside the clutch will lack
pressure when releasing the pedal. Question: I've got an 83 Yamaha Maxim cc. It doesn't slip
per say, but it pops out of first gear and back into neutral on its own. It only does this from first
gear, and it happens more frequently as the engine warms up. What could cause it? I Haven't
checked the clutch cable to see if it's loose, but the stall test is fine. I'm at a loss. Answer:
Usually, when a transmission pops out of gear it's because a shift fork is bent inside the
transmission. The shift fork is what moves the synchro up and down the gear, and if it becomes
bent for whatever reason, it will slip out of gear. Question: While accelerating, my manual
transmission seems to slip. Would that be the clutch or a deeper issue? Answer: On a manual
transmission, the only way it can slip is from the clutch. If you start from a stop in second gear
and the clutch doesn't grab the point and almost stalls the engine, then most likely, the clutch is
on it's way out. Question: Are there any other problems aside from the clutch disk that could
make my RPM go high with low power? Answer: If the pressure plate is weak it can cause the
same issue, also if any oil gets on the disc it can cause it to slip. How do I check my fluid level?
Answer: You can remove the dipstick tube from the transmission, it it either pressed into the
transmission housing or there is a bolt holding it into the case. Remove the tube and buy a new
dipstick. Question: Why is my transmission slipping into fifth gear? I bought a new fifth gear
and its sleeve, but the transmission is still slipping. Answer: If the gear is staying engaged but
the clutch is slipping, then most likely the clutch is slipping, not the gear set. Question: The
input shaft seal of my Toyota Corolla broke. The ATF was lost, and I have since replaced it. But
now the transmission is slipping. Answer: Be sure to check the owner's manual for the proper
procedure on how to check transmission fluid level; not every car is the same. Question: I have
a CRV. Five weeks ago, I had a bad skid on ice and hit a steel grate built into the sidewalk. This
caused approx dollars in damage to the tires, wheels and suspension systems. I just picked the
car up, and it is jerking when I drive about mph. When I drive from mph, it stops. Is this a
transmission problem, and could I have caused it when I hit that grate? Answer: If the problem
wasn't there before you hit the curb, it might have something to do with either the accident or it
sitting so long. I recommend bringing it back to the shop that did the work and take them for a
test drive to show them the problem, maybe it's a quick fix. I would also let your insurance
company know what's going on and keep them in the loop. Question: Even since I've changed
my transmission fluid, I've been getting about mpg less. The transmission is slipping, and
sometimes it falls into neutral when downshifting. I've checked the levels while the engine was
running, and it's about 1cm above the full line. Also, it seems to be driving at higher RPMs than
usual. What could be the problem? Answer: On some vehicles, the engine should be off and the
car on level ground before checking the transmission fluid level. I recommend you check your
owners manual for the proper way to check the transmission fluid level. Question: My fifth gear
engages, and l can drive while l am supporting it, but when l let go of the shift lever it goes back
to neutral. You can push it back to neutral without stepping the clutch. What is the problem?
Question: What would cause a 4l65e transmission to, while traveling down the highway, all of a
sudden jump out of drive? Then the grinding noise stops as I shift into 3rd gear at 40 mph. It
drives fine until I go back down to 40, then it slips out of gear. There is no 4th drive at all; I can
only manually shift. Answer: It sounds to me like you have some internal problems with your
transmission, and it will probably need to be disassembled to find the cause. Question: My
Honda Accord shifts weird only in the morning. I have a leak on my axle seal. I replaced the
seal, but it still leaks. My mechanic says I have to change the cv axle because it's leaking. What

should I do? Answer: I recommend a second opinion on the leak. A mechanic can very easily
damage the axle seal during installation, and it would be very unusual to have to replace an axle
because of this leak. Question: I recently had my transmission refurbished when I noticed a
small leak and the car would switch from first gear to neutral for few seconds and then back. Do
you know what's happening or what I should do? Answer: You should bring your car back to
the shop that rebuilt the transmission and have them check out the leak and the slipping. If it's a
reputable shop, they should have some kind of warranty. Question: My Cherokee XJ
transmission only slips on super humid days in the rain. What do you think the cause of this
could be? Answer: I don't think it's your transmission, It sounds more like a skip in the engine,
and that would make more sense. Question: I have a Impala which I had a rebuild done on in
February Now out of warranty the car fires up and goes into any gear without hesitation for
about 30 seconds then makes a noise and all of the gears go out. I turn the car off and restart it
and then it will again work for about 30 seconds? Answer: I recommend brining it back to the
shop that did the rebuild. It sounds like you have an electronic solenoid that is failing. Question:
I just changed the fluid in an automatic transmission. It didn't seem to have any type of slipping,
but it does now. I know a lot of times it will break down pre-existing stuff and cause problems.
My question is, is it possible that it's just working the new fluid into the transmission? Maybe
there were air pockets from when I drained it, and it's possibly filling them? Answer: No, the
fluid is not breaking in. Have you checked the fluid level? Sometimes after filling it, there are air
pockets, so you need to take a short drive one mile and recheck it; sometimes 2 or 3 drives
before all the air is out and the level is correct. Question: When I was driving in 5th gear, the car
revved up, but didn't gain speed. Then when I came to a stop, there was nothing, no gears. Is
that the clutch? Answer: If the car has a standard transmission, it's possible your clutch disc
failed, or the pressure plate is broken. Question: I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee that is slipping
between mph, but only when the rpm is low rpms. What is my problem? The overdrive light is
flashing because there is a code in the TCU. I recommend you have someone retrieve the code
so you can diagnose the faulty part causing the problem. I hope this helps. Hi there.. The
teansmission finds it difficulty to shift the gears from 1 upward not until you rev too much and
picks up. The speedometer cant move and the overdrive light blinking on and off on its own.
Changed the ATF and cleaned the strainer but no change. Sorry Rey, I didn't see your message.
Have you checked the fluid level and condition? What is it like? Do you notice any leaks under
the vehicle? What is the cause of that sir. Maybe Transmission heat sensor? Not running if cold
transmission. Hello sir have a good day. I have toyota camry automatic transmission.. My
problem on my car is can shift to reverse and its fine but wont move on shift drive and 3,2, After
5minutes of pushing acceleration on high rpm will run slowly until comes back to normal
running again.. What is your advice sir. GOD bless. The first thing I would try is to replace the
fluid and filter if possible, you're losing pressure at idle and it may be due from a partially
clogged filter because the transmission shifts normally during driving. When even from start-up
changing from neutral or park into D,1,2 the vehicle has no pull as automatics tend to have. The
vehicle can even begin to roll back while stopped on a hill in drive. The range sensor seems to
be original and when underneath the vehicle the line, while bolted onto the switch changes with
gears, however has never been north to south as i checked every gear. No leak, and the transfer
into gear from a stop can take yards without a firm gas pedal press. Then it jerks into gear and
runs fine until another long stop. And oil level is just short of the max line. Truck did run hot
after water pump was replaced and used all coolant left in a day. Refilled and coolant levels are
normal. D auto 4WD and on the dash it has a display of the T. Any suggestions other than
pulling the bulb from the dash, it had something go wrong to cause this to happen but i can't
find it!!! That sounds like an internal issue maybe like a first gear clutch pack or torque
converter issue. Did you try taking it to a transmission specialist like Aamco or Toyota? That
would be where I recommend you take it. Sorry, I don't have a simple fix for you. Are you sure
you're reading the fluid level correctly, some manufactures have the engine running,
transmission in park, vehicle on flat ground and some check it with the engine off so check your
owners manual and let me know, thanks. Hey Eddie not sure if my previous question went
through or not, but I have a Corolla S k miles and have been having this issue since about 80k
miles. When accelerating transmission often slips, revs increase significantly before car jumps
forward into gear. Hey Eddie. I have a Corolla with about k miles, been having the same problem
since about 80k. Whenever I go to accelerate past about rd gear the transmission slip, first revs
increase and then it jolts into gear. The fluid levels are fine, even had the transmission flushed
and filter changed. What is the condition of the fluid, is it clean and pink or gray and dirty? Did
you follow the manufacturer's recommendations on how to check the fluid? I believe the vehicle
needs to be running in park on level ground. I have a Lincoln Town Car and the transmission
seems to slip when I stop and get ready to go again when it has heated up. I checked the fluid

level and it is correct. I am wondering what this may be. The whining noise may be a sign of the
transmission pump starving for fluid or internal damage. If the transmission filter is serviceable
I recommend replacing the filter and fluid first and also have the filter inspected for any debris
that may be clogging it or metal shavings. If the check engine light is on, it's a good possibility
there is a transmission code stored that may also point you to the fault in the transmission. Let
me know what you decide to do or if you have more questions, thanks. I can start it, and
immediately put it into drive and, it drives fine for about 50 yards then it goes into neutral. I shut
it off, let it sit for maybe 30 minutes or more then it engages properly for again, 50 yards or less
then, goes into neutral again. I checked the fluid, per users manufacturer says, it's more
Burgundy than Red but, the level seems okay. So, I don't know what else to do. One other thing
I forgot to mention is, when I start the Saturn Vue for the very first time, while completely cold, I
hear a whining sound like that of a power steering low fluid issue, then, after a few sends or so,
it goes away. There are NO tranny leaks at all. I'm puzzled. No, but a quick look with a flashlight
in the area where you see the drips may lead you to what's leaking or what has failed, usually,
it's a line or axle seal that fails but you'll need to see the leak to verify. I recommend you add
some manufacture's recommended trans fluid and get it to a shop for repairs asap or have it
towed. I was driving on the highway and all of a sudden i heard my car a Lincoln mkz awd 3.
Yep, that sounds about right. It is very difficult to completely remove the trans fluid from the
coolant so one more flush after driving it for about a week will be a good idea. Keep an eye on
the transmission fluid and the shift quality Captin obvious here lol just be sure the trans fluid
looks clear and pink, not milky. They say will see some residue of oil in the reservoir coming out
from the engine for the coolant system and will need to do another round of flushing in the
future after driving it for a bit for it to come out. Yes, but it may cost a little more if they cannot
clean it with just 8 quarts, and make sure you check both fluids when you pick up the car to
make sure it is flushed and clean : Keep me posted, and thanks for the update. Thanks for all
the great info Eddie. Does that sounds right or fair? You'll need to find a shop that has a
transmission flush machine, not all shops have them, and be prepared to have a lot of shops
turn down that type of work, it's not a moneymaker, it's a pain in the butt! You'll need to explain
to them what I told you "the transmission cooler is failed internally and coolant and the trans
fluid is mixed in both the transmission and cooling system". We have had success flushing
both systems with no future problems as far as we know. When an automatic transmission slips
it is taking years of life off the transmission and could also be doing more damage. I
recommend you check the transmission fluid level and condition first. If you are unsure of how
to check the transmission fluid level, refer to your owner's manual for the proper procedure. If
the fluid level is low or extremely dirty it's probably the reason for your issue. Let me know what
you find, thanks. And do I do flatbed or drag on 2 wheels? Would it have caused damages
already from my trip back or it should still be fine or try to drive to the mechanic? So any
mechanic should be able to do it professionally? How do I know if they have the capability to do
so. What kind of questions should I ask. Thanks Eddie. As soon as I hear from him I will let you
know as I have been waiting a couple of days now to hear from him. It sounds to me like the
radiator has failed internally between the transmission cooler and the radiator. This is a mess
and it can be fixed, but it can get a bit pricey. The transmission fluid may cause the cooling
system hoses to swell and some may need to be replaced as well. If you have this service done,
it needs to be done professionally and completely, if any residual coolant is left in the
transmission it can cause a slipping issue. As I said, this is a mess and it can get very pricey.
Hope this helps and let me know how you make out or what you decide to do, thanks :. While I
was driving up a ramp on the highway the other day, I think I might have experienced a gear slip
where it have high rev all of a sudden at 4k RPM but the car is not moving as fast unless I let
down the gas then it will shift back down normally. I try to slowly accelerate by pressing on the
gas slowing and sometimes it works and shifts up normally but if I give more gas too fast it will
shift down a gear and rev high again. I stop the car and inspected the dip stick. I was surprised
it was out of transmission fluid. I went to bought a few quarts immediately and top it off through
the dip stick channel. Continued my journey home hoping that that solves it, it seems fine at
first until it started doing that again. It was hard to get the car over 30mph especially uphill
where it will rev up again. I finally got back home and found out that liquid was overflowing from
my coolant reservoir that is connected to my radiator and it is milky pink in color and I checked
the transmission dip stick and surprised it is out again when I just topped it off. In addition there
seem to be a slight milky pink to it too. Not sure what is wrong with it and if I should tow the car
to a mechanic or drive it. I believe the engine needs to be running and the vehicle needs to be
on flat ground. Usually, there are two lines or dots on the dipstick, hot level, and cold level.
Make sure the fluid level is topped off completely. If the check engine light is on it could give
you an idea of what is failing as well. There is another Author here on HubPages that knows

Toyota well, you may want to ask him if he has ever experienced your problem. His pen name is
hardlymoving, let me know if he has any suggestions :. So it is also possible that there still isn't
enough transmission fluid in the transmission even at 6. All of the transmission fluid that is in
the car is new as after the cooling line was changed, we drained the fluid and replaced it all new
fluid. Right now there is 6. Did you check the fluid again after the road test? The transmission
holds a lot of fluid, even a honda transmission holds anywhere from quarts so double-check the
fluid level road test it, then check it again. I put an additional 1. It ended up doing the exact
same things and as the car got warmed up, it started doing the same thing, revving loudly as it
started to slow down to a stop with the engine still running. I then turned off the car, started it
right up and it went into gear for a short distance before it started slowing down to a stop. It has
been told to me that a transmission can have up to 8 quarts in it and it is quite possible that a
lot of that leaked out from the rusted cooling line. Putting in 3 quarts as the manual suggest
may not be enough in that case and I have already added 5 quarts and the problem still persists
but now the car goes farther before it comes to a stop with the engine still running. Do you think
that I need to add another 2 to 3 quarts to make sure that the transmission is fully fiilled? The
best way to fill a transmission if you're unsure of how much fluid was lost is to follow the
direction in the owner's manual because some vehicles are checked with the engine running
and others are checked with the engine off. Always triple check the fluid level, you'll need to run
it through the gears either on a lift or suspended off the ground safely or by road testing it.
Sometimes there are air pockets in the transmission that can only be driven out so once you get
the level close to full take the vehicle for a good road test and check it once more to be sure all
the air pockets are gone. The pickup screen or filter is located in the pan on most transmissions
and I believe the Corolla is located there as well. You will need to unbolt the pan to replace or
clean it. Let me know how you make out or if you have more questions, thanks. Do you feel that
because I lost a lot of transmission fluid thru the rusted out cooler line, that 5 quarts of fluid is
not enough and I should add more? Replaced transmission cooling lines as they were rusted,
Put 3 quarts of new fluid in the tranny. When car starts, it goes into gear and then once it heats
up, it slows to a stop while engine still runs. I turn off car and then start it back up and then car
goes into gear and then after a short distance it slows to a stop. What is causing this? Replaced
tranny cooling lines as they rusted causing me to lose fluid. Replace with 5 quarts of fluid.
When car starts and goes into gear but as it warms up it slows to a stop while engine still runs
but car wont goo. Turn off the car, start it back up and then it goes again until it slows down to a
stop. My 07 Impala drives fine for minutes then looses acceleration and wont go over 40 mph
motor just revs when I try to speed up. First, check the transmission fluid condition and level
according to the owners manual, if the level is ok it's possible there is an electronic solenoid or
valve that is failing that is causing the issue. My lexus drives for few min. Slips and stop pulling
i can cut car off start right back up and goes again whats my ppromble. Have you checked the
fluid level and condition yet? I recommend you start there and if everything looks ok you can
take the diagnosis to the next step. Have you checked the fluid level yet? If not, check that first
and be sure to follow the proper procedure recommended from the owner's manual and let me
know what you find, thanks. It sounds like either you have a solenoid not working properly or
there is an intermittent clog in the transmission. If the transmission fluid is dirty and smells
burnt I recommend you start with a transmission fluid change or flush and see if it improves the
performance. Let me know if this helps and keep me posted on what you do. My son has a gmc
Denali while driving the transmission slips out of gear he checked the fluid level shows good
the temperature reads degrees. He sits for awhile with it off and then it will go back into gear
can drive about 2 miles and does it again. Any ideas. I have a Toyota Corolla Auto, with a 3zz-fe
engine. My proplem is that when i angage a gear be it revears or frond gear, there is a slip but
after severel accereration the gear picks but with a jack, what might be the problem? I have a
Silverado I just brought 6 months ago. It sounds like pressure loss under heavy acceleration
which can be caused by a worn pump, leaking o-rings, or contaminated fluid. You may want to
have a transmission expert diagnose the problem before you cause more damage just in case
it's an easy fix. Keep me posted on what you find, thanks. It sounds like the fluid pick-up screen
is becoming clogged while driving causing the transmission to lose pressure but without
properly diagnosing it this is only a guess. If the fluid is dark you may want to start with a
transmission fluid service. You could start by checking the transmission fluid level but without
a check engine light and without seeing the vehicle I have no idea what is causing your issue.
There are a lot of things that can cause this problem so if the transmission fluid is good you'll
need to have a mechanic diagnose it. Hello , I have a volkswagon pssat, I startit up and it in
drive but it sounds like its on the wrong geat and it dont have alot of speed. R0isthe highest it
will go. No light came on. Is the check engine light on? Does your speedometer work? That is
very unusual, let me know if the check engine light is on, thanks. Can be traveling at 65 to 75

and transmission stops pulling let it coast down to 55 to 60 and it will start pulling again. This
happened back in the summer and then stopped then Friday started to doing it again. Any help
would be appreciated. No other problems or warnings. Baby it never slips. Gives po codes and
po I have a Honda pilot why would the transmission shift in to low gear while going down the
hwy at 60or70 it goes all the way to first and some time's stays in first and won't shift back up. I
would start by checking the fluid level, if it's ok you may need to have it diagnosed by a
transmission specialist, diagnosis isn't too expensive, but the repair might be. I have a Ford F
ecoboost. Drove it on trip pulling trailer and had absolutely no problems. Parked it overnight
and get in next morningbput in drive it moves about ft and slips motor revs and it gear indicator
goes to 5th. Any ideas on stuff to troubleshoot without going broke? Changing the fluid is a
cheap quick check to see if the shifting improves. I also recommend you replace the filter at the
same time. Keep me posted on how you make out, thanks. My Chevy Impala revs like in neutral
when I try to reverse after warming up for about minutes. Then does the same when I put it in
drive. After about 30 minutes of driving, it seems to shift better. This has progressively been
getting worse for about a year. I pulled over, put it in park and started again and it drove fine.
Checked my fluid and I have too much. Would a fluid change help? It sounds like the
transmission fluid is low foamy I recommend you start by topping off the fluid and see if it
drives any better. I recommend you check the transmission fluid level first, low fluid is the most
likely cause, if it's ok you'll have to dig deeper. Either they didn't top off your transmission fluid
after replacing the axle or they may not have inserted the axle completely into the transmission.
I highly recommend you tow it back and make sure to mention to the mechanic that you didn't
have this issue before the axle was replaced, you only hand a noise and now this is a different
problem, most likely mechanic made. Then i was driving the car and it had no power at all then
it would drive again just put in a brand new battery yesterday drove it to the store no power at
no and reverse and drive. I could here a nose when it was in 1 gear like it was trying to go in
gear when they put in the new cvbootdrivs shaft did they do it ronf or is the tranny going or is
the cvboot drive shaft stripped in scide the transmission. When i put the toyota camry into drive
it doesnt move untill the car warms up then it drives fine. Awd disable and anti lock lights on,
dtc showed abs wheel speed sensor harness to be replaced. Not seeing issues on any part of
the harness, thought bout replacing connector on hub but would it of said that instead of
harness if that was issue or no? Also, my car jerks when switching gears and downshifts if you
accelerate too quickly or when going up a hill, jerking seems to be worse when low on gas and
car been running along time. Rpms rev higher until switches gears and seems to coincide with a
"winding" noise, happens even when idle but is worse on acceleration. I flushed the
transmission and did tune up bout months ago, been checking the fluid periodically not until
recently did it seem foamy cuz it has bubbles in it and showing way past the hatchmarks.
Please help and gimme some idea of where to start. All of these symptoms can be ALOT of
different things. This is on a buick rendezvous 3. I have a 02 Acura TL type s with xxxxx miles
and when your just driving around normal shifts just fine no issues but once you give it gas to
pass someone up or to get on hwy trans shifts around rpms but dosent ingauge the gear until
you let off gas can that be my trans pressure sensors????!? The clutch disc may be worn, the
pressure plate may be weak, or you could have fluid on the clutch assembly like from a leaking
seal. I believe you will probably need a new clutch assembly. Usually, when a transmission has
these symptoms it caused by debris clogging up a pick-up or passes way but you said the fluid
level and color are normal so it's possible there is an electrical issue with one of the solenoids
or valve body. It sounds like you have lost 2nd gear completely. You'll need to bring it to a
transmission specialist so they can pressure test the trans to diagnose the problem. I have a ,02
chevy tahoe first gear drives smooth then it does not go into second my rpm just reves and
goes smoothly into 3rd i already replaced tranny oil filter and selinoids and no improvement can
you give me your opinon. I did not see any visible damage. The check engine light is on but it
was on before it got stolen. This is the code that came up before it got stolen. I recovered the
car yesterday and i have not been able to have it rescanned. So i am not sure if there are any
new codes. The car has k miles and in 2 months it was gone there was roughly 10k miles driven.
I do realized i need to get it scanned, but it wont make it to the nearest auto parts store. It
sounds like you're losing main pressure, is there any damage to the transmission under the
vehicle? My car was stolen and i just recovered it after about 2 months. It starts and runs good.
I am able to shift into all gears and drive. But after about mins the car loses all gears, it is like i
shifted into neutral. There is no noise, i almost dont even realizes it happens until i give it more
gas and it just revs, just like in neutral. If i shut off the car and wait mins i can drive it again, but
only for mins. The trans fluid is full and a normal color. The engine oil is low and burned up. But
what are some possible reasons for this? Where should i start? Thank you. Great artical I bave a
Honda Passport when it idies it seems like its shifting, it does have a leak and i just filled it and

it got the extra power i filled it through the pan in the bottom of the transmission. The pressure
plate could be lacking spring pressure or your engine has cylinder compression leakage worn
rings, burnt or pitted valves, etc. Let me know if this helps. Depending on the type of
transmission, the screen or filter could be clogged and gets worse once the fluid moving or
your fluid may be very contaminated. Those conditions are where you should start your
diagnosis. It could be a pressure switch or the clutch pack o-ring but usually, an o-ring would
cause slippage, not a neutral condition. I recently replaced the torque converter and shift
solenoids in my Honda also flushed out the lines changed 4 other solenoids and I'm still having
an issue with it slipping out of second gear and it sometimes makes a weird shuddering sound
when idling unless I rev It Up it will go away ,you think it's the 2nd clutch pressure switch? I've
got way too much time and money and blood in this car For it not to be fixed. On a 30 degree
incline, I parked my manual transmission SUV. My handbrake is not working so I engaged my
shifter to 1st gear. But when I released the foot brake pedal, the car slides down gradually and
intermittently. What must be wrong? I recommend you start with the obvious, if there's a
problem with the shift cable, replace that first and see if you still have the problem. It is possible
your vehicle was not in gear completely and it slipped out because of the cable. Let me know
what happens, thanks. I have a Mazda 6 with an automatic transmission. The only way to get it
back to normal was by turning the car off and back on again. Could the slipping be due to the
shifter cable finally wearing out? Or a bigger issue with the transmission? I recommend you
check the connector inspect it for corrosion at the speed sensor if that looks ok inspect the wire
harness from the sensor to the PCM for any rodent damage if no problems are found, check the
wires for continuity from the sensor to the PCM. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in
the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower
increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs
have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for
their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Further down in the article, I
discuss how to diagnose this problem. It's the labor that kills you. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Welcome to P The P code
is a very popular one and that's why there's a site dedicated to that specific trouble code. If your
car's check engine light is on, get that code read in case it's a P All vehicles from newer sold in
North America support this generic powertrain code. This code is a pretty common one and this
site is here to help the average do-it-yourself DIY car owner like you troubleshoot, diagnose,
and fix their vehicle themselves when presented with a P code, saving money. If your car has
multiple trouble codes DTC's , it's always a good idea to fix them in the order they come up on
the code reader. For example, if you have these codes - P, P, P, then you're going to want to
tackle the P Random Misfire code first resolve it , and then tackle the P code, etc. The reason for
that is that the first code could be causing further DTCs to be set. If you've come to this site you
most likely already know that you have a P code. Also, be sure to follow proper diagnostic
procedures to determine whether a part has failed. If you simply change parts hoping it will
solve the problem, you're really just guessing and wasting money. This site is here for
information purposes only and is meant to help you learn more about the dtc and decide if you
can tackle the repair yourself. It is not intended as car repair advice. OK, now tell me that again

in plain English please Bank 1 refers to the side of the engine which contains cylinder 1. FYI this
code is identical to P however that code is for bank 2. You may even find you have both P and P
trouble codes at the same time. Great question! A P code will cause no symptoms aside from
the MIL malfunction indicator light will illuminate. The reality is there is still something wrong
and your car needs attention in order to be in excellent running condition. A poorly maintained
car will run less efficiently, burn more gas, and cost you more money in the long run. Plus, if
your check engine light is on for a P code and you decide not to fix it, another more serious
code could be triggered and you'd never know. The MIL lights up whether you have one code or
ten! While I have your attention, don't forget to do oil changes as the owner's manual schedules
and keep those tires inflated to the proper PSI. There are a number of things that could be
causing this p catalyst efficiency code. The most common thing is the catalytic converter itself
is no longer functioning properly. The other likely thing is the rear O2 oxygen sensor is no
longer working properly. The easiest thing to do first is a visual check of things. Visually
inspect the exhaust system for leaks, check the catalytic converter for dents, holes, severe
discoloration, and check for a rattle inside. If any of those symptoms are there, the converter
likely needs replacement. Then, visually inspect the downstream O2 sensor behind the
converter. Check for broken wires, obvious faults, etc. If all that checks out, you'll want to check
the operation of the O2 sensor. To do that, you'll need access to a scan tool or oscilloscope.
Check that the waveform is pretty steady. If the reading fluctuates then the sensor is likely bad
and will need to be replaced. On some vehicles such as some Subaru models an ECM reflash
will fix the problem. As you can see a P can be caused by many things, so if you have any
doubts as to whether you can fix the problem yourself, please seek the advice of a professional
technician. Good luck! If after some diagnosis you find you do need to replace the converter,
please consider buying one using this link from Amazon as we get a small commission if you
buy anything after clicking the link. We have updated our Privacy Policy. OK, so what does a P
code mean anyway? There are no symptoms so why should I fix it? So what is causing my P
code? OK, so I want to diagnose things, what do I do next? The temperature at the exit should
be in the neighborhood of degrees Fahrenheit hotter when the engine is fully warmed up and
you have the engine running at about 2, rpm. Don't accidentally take the temperature of heat
shields, pipe only. I recently installed a header to my civic lx, ran fine for a week and now the
engine light is on. No performance failure at all. I checked the exhaust leak and its fine what
may be the problem? PO code. I have a Chevy Tahoe. My service engine light has come on and
a mechanic hooked it up and said it was Bank 1 Cat. They did not do anything further than read
the code. I took it to advance and the read the same code. I am getting different things told to
me the one mech. They said they have never replaced a cat. Should I have it looked at further or
just replace the cat. P bank 2. I have an 03 trailblazer- scan says bank 2. Does that make the
code more specific for my engine? I just replaced the cat on my 01 honda crv 2. What do you
think. I just replace my oxygen sensor on my Acura MDX 3. I need some feedbacks and
sugestions what will i do to fix the problem. I have a Ford Taurus with only 54k miles on it. My
check engine light came on and code P came up and I was told I needed new spark plugs and
wires. I had those replaced and the car ran terrible so I took it back. They informed me that they
had crossed the coil wires and fixed it. The light was out and the car ran fine. The light came
back on 3 days later. I took it back and they stated it was now a P code which was the catalyst
and I needed to take it to Ford because it was under warranty mandated by the State. I took it to
Ford, paid for another diagnostic test and was told they could not check the catalyst until "a
leak at the O ring" was fixed. I could not afford it so I parked the car and started saving money.
Now I am being told again by another dealership that it sounds like a warranty issue. Is this
true? I am getting very aggravated about the whole thing! My CEL came on throw'n the dreaded
P It was the Cat. No luck. Any ideas, please prey-tell!! I'm at my wits end here. Vacum leaks are
unlikely. What could cause damage to a Cat.? Am I destroying another expensive Cat.? EGR
valve? I have Honda civic Lx and yesterday the engine check light was on while driving. Got it
checked and it i was told that it is P code which suggests malfunction of Cat convertor or O2
sensors. As I read online that cat converter replacement is expensive i dont wanna go for that.
Any suggestions what to do. As I have my state inspection expiring shortly does it has to be
resolved before that. Just installed new header and high flow cat, now got an engine light on.
Just installed new header and high flow cat on my 96 Honda Accord. Now I got an engine light
on. Code is P Will a high flow cat make this light come on? Also is a high flow cat bad? Will
removing the resonator from my olds aurora turn my check engine light on. I have just recently
chaged my o2 sensor and my check engine light just came on and I checked it with a scanner
and the po code came up. So i was wondering if my cat. I also just had my exhaust snap just
before the cat. I have a good one for "ALL", and I consulted the professionals, which could not
figure it out either. So I went to the next best thing, "Direct Fit" , no welds I was told it had leaks

in the system so I changed "ALL" gaskets times. Then I was told it was the sensors, so with K
miles, I changed them both I went to another exhaust expert, told him what I've done, and he
said it was my "Fuel Trim" We cleaned the injectors, new filter, cleaned the MAP sensor and
intake system I explained to him what I have done, and with out hesitation, he solved it That is
all he said, and it dawned on me that he could be right. Deal with that and good luck to "ALL"
Raul. I am going through the same problems as Raul Murillo. I have a GMC Sierra. I have
changed the cats, oxygen sensors-more than once-,and the PCM. Cleared codes and drove 35
miles and poof-P comes up. I am in NC and believe the vehicle does not have California
Emissions. WOW, thnks for the info saved me 89 to dollars. I have a Grand Am Pontiac and I
have change the oxigen sensor and I have change the old catalytic converter for a universal
converter and the check engine light keep showing the code p PO Bank1 keeps repeating after
code has been cleared. Any suggestions besides what has been said here already? The engine
light came on so I had it checked out with the scanner and it gave me a PO code which is the
Catalyst efficiency low-bank 1. I read the previous posts and since the truck is only 4 almost 5
years old I've visually checked the catalytic converter and looked for exhaust leaks. Not seeing
any and I'm a little frustrated and don't want to get hosed by a dealership. I do smell the "rotten
egg" smell occasionally but haven't noticed much else such as power loss or problems with
driveability. I'm am hoping that maybe it is just a rear oxygen sensor setting off the code but
want to make sure. Anyone out there with suggestions? Any direction would be greatly
appreciated. I have this code in my 03 CRV. It had K miles in it. Last month it came on. Last
week the dealer reset it for me and after driving 50 miles, the code comes on again. I dont know
what to do now. It cost 1K to get it fix at the dealership. My emission test is next month too.
Whats your advice? Code PO popped up the other day just wondering what to do any help
would be appreciated My truck is only 5 months old and just recently had a Flowmaster muffler
installed at my local speed shop. Two days after the installation my engine light came on. I went
to the Dodge dealer and they scanned it and the P code came up. They checked for exhaust
leaks which they did not find. So they cleared the code and said it possibly could come back
again. Two days later the engine light came back on. What can i do to fix this problem? Thank
you for your time. Code p Just yesterday the check engine light popped up and i used the OBD
code reader and it says p I had the sensor replaced with another used sensor,i'm not getting the
cel-- check engine light and I drove miles. After miles I had it retested and still coming up with 1
code, which is P 96 Toyota Tercel. Got a PO code then it would go away and come on,later I got
a Cylinder 1 misfire code,I changed my plugs and a bad wire and it seemed to resolve the
cylinder 1 misfire code. No problem with how the how car runs at all lately,now I am getting the
P code again. Took it to a shop called Buckys,he removed the o2 sensor and said that by doing
that he could tell my cat was not great somehow. But the kicker is it is a car from California so I
need some better type of cat. Anyone have any advice or anyway I can get this fixed cheap and
legal? Freakin dealer sold me a car with exhaust work already done. They reset the code with
the hand-held computer and sold it to me. A dealer is supposed to sell you something that will
pass inspection - they screwed me and gave me a guarantee that doesn't cover anything at all.
They claim they put in new o2 sensors but who knows. Prolly due to cat back kit on the car.
Need to figure this out. I just got a ticket for not inspected the other day. P code. I have a Infinity
G20 , miles My engine light just came on 2 weeks after installing a new spectra air filter not sure
if this is related. The rear o2 censor was replaced by infinity at 40, miles. I have a toyota corolla
My engine light won't come off. I have had the catalytic converter change twice, both oxygen
sensors replace and I don't know what else to do. Any suggestions? P Acura 00 integra LS B18
no v-tec. Same issues, replaced cat twice, rear o2 twice, tried upper engine cleaner seafoam ,
light keeps coming back P infinti G I just bought a used G20 with a P service code. Can anyone
tell me what I should replace 1st? P code fixed. I'm the one with the Toyota Corrola and it is now
fixed. My problem was that I badly needed a tune up alone with the Cat. It has been one month
and the light has not come back on. I'm convinced that it's fixed now. So try the tune up with the
cat. I was getting the p error. I changed the pcv valve out and it fixed it. I replaced MAF sensor
and pre o2,after miles the code come up,mechanic told me:replace the post o2,if problem still
the same,replace the cat CRV rpm sensor for and codes. The last 5 months i have being dealing
with this problem. The first symptom i had was a lazy L1 sensor. Besides that i had codes which
indicated misfiring in all the cylinders not just a particular one. After changing MAP sensor
cleaned the intake sys,changed plugs changed plug wires, changed spark plugs drive unit and
cup i noticed that nothing would fix the problem. Suddenly i thote about checking the
emissions. I noticed that instead of max i had like on idle speed which is way off limits. Decided
to change the rpm sensor and that helped disappearing the above mentioned problems. Then
another problem came up with the code. It was obvious that the car was running for 6 months
with wrong injection timing which eventually damaged my CAT. One simple check you people

can do to see if the problem is on your cat is the thermometer check. To do that you need a
thermometer that measures C. The symptoms i get now is that light comes in to view during the
morning first start. Also if i fill up with Super unleaded carb which has additives and does a
better burn with less emissions then the problem disappears. One thing also that people have to
have in mind is that L2 sensor corrects what L1 misses, so if the L2 is not working properly this
most likely would fire up the Check engine light. Be careful!! Some times bad carb mixture can
cause intermittent code which is the side effect of the misfiring!! These converters have
extended factory warranty's and will also set po code. Can you advise of the proper repair, I am
in urgent need of a response, than you. I recently replaced the motor in this truck. The wiring
harness on the new motor was short for reaching the 02 sensor in the rear of the cat. I sautered
the wires longer to reach. Now the check engine light came on with code p Can you splice wires
leading to the 02 sensor? Or is it the 02 bad, or maybe the cat has gon bad? Please help. I have
a honda passport 2wd, 3. I've had it in the shop for 2 days-nothing. They can't figure it out. Both
CAT's can't be bad!? Engine seams to chug when driving-maybe a speed sensor? Is it my o2
sensor? I just replaced my crankshaft position sensor, o2 sensor, and camshaft position
sensor. One day later CEL came back on with p I did the o2 sensor myself so I'm wondering if
its likely that it means I just need to re-wire it or if it's really something else going wrong. Any
advise? Thanks Ed. P code fix if all else fails. I had the same code P bank 1 efficiency on a ram
hemi. I had a custom cat back exhaust installed the code came on. I replaced the down stream
O2 sensor. I replaced the cat, did not help. I replaced all gaskets, did not help. I then got
frustrated and running out of patience. I searched around for possible cures. Because of the
increased flow the sensor could not react correctly. The spacer pull the sensor probe out of
direct exhaust flow. See if this helps. Good luck, Ed. P and Air Intake Hose. I have a dodge
durango with this code. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks MIKE. P Toyota Carrolla. My
check engine light came on so I brought it to the dealer and they ran a test that indicated I have
a valve that's not working properly? Failed the emissions test of course so now I need to have it
fixed. An emissions valve I'm not seeing anything online about this valve with the P trouble
code and would like to have this fixed myself well.. Thank you for your time and posting this
site! How can i fix my catalyst system in my Subaru Kindly advice, Can i remove the catalyst
box away and make my car work without it Appreciate ur efforts, Mina. I have a grand am V6 that
has the P code. I had the catalytic converter replaced in july of and the front O2 sensor replaced
a few months ago. I have not replaced the rear O2 sensor. I have read that having an aftermarket cat converter installed can cause that code to pop up even thought it is running
efficiently. Is the rear O2 sensor most likely my problem? Please P AF sensor error. Fule sensor
fault. Faulty Catalytic converter. I bought this toyota corolla with millage today, as it is from
dealer. Have the engine lights on and giving the above error codes. Please guild us what we
have to repair and it would require how much cost for parts. Did any of you ever get any
answer.. Just see lots of questions here.. Well converter changed, and 5 ignition coils later, and
the contemplation of buying a new o2 sensor, I realized there was oil in my ignition coil pack
every time they burnt out. SO I would reset my coed, and pop in new coils, and 20 minutes later
the p would come back. So I finally changed out my valve cover gasket, with a valve cover
gasket kit from orieily's 19 bucks cleaned out the coils, and spark plugs ports. Got some new
plugs, and it has been two days, and not a p code. I think that may have actually helped.. So
before you waste all that money try the valve cover kit first clean out your ignition coils, or
spark plug wires, and clear error code and hopefully that helps.. So i took it to autozone to get
them to tell me what was causing it. So I came home and did a bit of research online and found
a few basic items to check on my car that was easy to do. Out of the possible causes, I
proceeded to check my radiator for coolant level. To my surprise, both my radiator and
reservoir tank had no water and was empty. I then proceeded to starting up my vehicle and sure
enough the lights were GONE!!! So i got lucky and didnt have any major repairs that was
needed, but I will still be taking my car to a mechanic to see why i burnt through all that water especially after replacing my radiator 6 months ago. But anyways, back to the subject at hand So unlike what the Autozone was telling me that my catalyic converter may be bad, all i had to
do was check the basics, and I was able to fix my own issue. P 98 Civic DX. I have a 98 Civic DX
with , miles on it. The P code just popped on and have read in many places that the catalytic
converter is the probable cause. However i did see somewhere that it could possibly be fuel
additives. I recently put one of those STP fuel injector cleaners in my last full tank of gas. Is this
a probable cause and if so should i just go through a couple tanks of gas to see if it clears up? I
just bought a lexus is and I popped up a p code now a day after a exhaust valve dropped into
the combustion chamber causing expensive engine damage. I lot of people have the same
problem that we do, some changed everything related to emission system. On thing that not a
lot a people think of checking is the Ethanol rating in the gasoline they use!! So what i did is I

empty my tank and filled it back with ethanol Free Gasoline, unplug the battery to erase the
codes and Guess what, no more light The problem with ethanol is that it doesn't burn like
regular gas at all and our O2 sensors do not reconised the exhaust gas so your check engine
light turn on!!! Try that and let me know what happens Thanks. Holy crap! So many people
needing help and so few answering! Most cats do not go bad by themselves, something else is
usually the cause. Ie: bad injector, bad spark plug, bad wires or coil pac, etc. Something that is
causing gasoline to enter the CAT, without completely burning the fuel, will foul it. I am willing
to bet there were or are other codes with your P Bad O2 sensors, will put out a sensor code.
Changing to a universal CAT, does not mean it works for your vehicle, regardless of the term
"universal". Hope this helps some of you. Well one thing i learned about the obd 2 system is
that it will point you in the right direction, the po code is for the left bank or side of the motor
looking from the drivers seat in a rear wheel drive car,the computer is telling you through the o2
sensor on the left bank or left side of the motor that their is a problem in that area, in my case it
was an oil seal on the left bank or side,the exaust valve on number 3 on my 3. As the wise
indian once said, look for signs,i hope this helps. Things you might want to check,ok you know
there is a problem on the left side, the first thing i would do is pull the plugs on the left side
bank i and see how they look,things that it could be are a bad wire,bad plug,leaking intake
manifold on that side,leaking exaust manifold on that side or like in my case bad exaust valve
seal or to much blowby in a cyclinder on that side, whitch would show on one of the plugs
looking oily than the rest on that side but you said you didn't see any smoke so we will rule that
out,so plugs would be a good place to start. I know need an inspection and the mil went on I
need help.. My mechanic said sometimes people will get this readout in cold weather, so he put
the light out. It's only been a couple days, so I don't have any long-term results to report. But I
want to thank everyone who has posted some of their good results here. I have learned quite a
lot today by reading these comments. Check leaks first. Check for Exhaust leak first, specialy
close to O2 sensors I had a very small leak on the second flange of 2 cat and it triggered the p
code If you have a very small leak and you are running at a constant speed, it will pull air from
the hole instread and fresh air will mess up the o2 sensor reading!! After putting Fuel Injector
Cleaner in my tank and driving another tank of gas, the light went out. Thanks for the tip
Darlene. I have a Chevrolet Malibu 2. Before it remained on I was experiencing loss of power
when going over overpasses and my RPM's would increase but not speed. I had them run a
scan on the car and it gave me PO code, do you think it is the O2 sensor and which one would
more than likely be the culprit? Your help is greatly appreciated. Ever since my ceck engine
light was on and i checked it and got this exact code P 10 and it said this 'Catalytic system
efficiency threshhold below bank 1' what could this mean and how much would it cost for me to
fix? Some help would be appreciated please! Problem solved. Thanks to the Internet one forum
guy was like intake leak, check your manifold for cracks and or bad gasket, but I did and I did
not appear to have a leak, guy responded do it anyways I'll put money on it not really gonna
happen right? It too me a rookie 3 hrs. I reset the code. It's been 2 months and no CEL. And my
gas mileage shot up immensely. Holo this helps. Drained dead on road due to alt light on.
Replaced brushes charges great. While I was working on it I replaced leaking valve cover
gasket, replaced plugs with Motorcraft plugs, replaced temp sensor, changed oil, and dumped
into gas tank 2 bottles of water remover. Car ran great for 40 miles. Traveled on snowy roads
today. CEL came on today. Wondering if water remover 2x strength could of done this. I am a
auto tech with over 25 years experience, there are a few things everyone here needs to know.
Most cats fail due to misfires or rich conditions. Some fail because they want to. If you are
going to make repair yourself at least use a direct fit part that was designed for your application.
After reading these post i would be willing to bet there has been more money spent trying to Do
It yourseleves than it would have ost to have a experenced tech dianose and repair the problem,
or at least get a accurate diagnosis. First the fuel pump and then I went to replace it, got the part
from Advance. I was mad. I took it back demanding an explination. I was told that the car had
California Emissions. Thankfully the new one fit. It doesn't matter where you live or where you
bought the car, it's one of those things that is a pain in the rear. I just wanted to give everyone a
heads up! The P code just came on in my car again. My heart sank. This one should be fun. PO
code solution to the problem getting together and get into the law makers heads in capital to
fine the auto makers. I am a used car wholesaler, I sell only to dealers. I have at least 5 cars a
year either display and sometimes V6 or V8. I have tried it all: upstream O2 sensor bank 1
downstream O2sensor bank 2 I have found unless you are getting a code like p or pp miss-fire
codes or possibly a mass air flow sensor code your screwed. In other words a rich or lean fuel
code. However, If the cats are not glowing red. The engine is not over-heating. You are getting
normal fuel economy. In other words a factory money maker, for scared women. Funny how it is
illegal for a junk yard to sell a cat-converter. No not really, It is all about the cash. So I suggest a

little piece of black electical tape to go on the instument cluster, unless you live in a fucked up
state like California, well then you are screwed. Best of luck later. Two months ago I brought my
Sienna to the dealer for engine check light on. They replaced the sensor B2S1 Recheck System.
Now the engine light is on again. I went back to the dealer and he said its the Catalyst System
Eficiency Below threshold bank 1 P code. Is this really how much this cost. The P code is the
only code appearing on the reader. Where do I begin to get the car started and the code
repaired? Had oil changed. Service engine soon light came on. Placed my scanner on it and
said PO Check Engine Light never came on any ideas tried to get service engine light to go out,
no joy. Any ideas Thabks. Can a Evap. Emissions System fuel vapor canister error eventually
cause a P I just got this code late at night. I have spent the last hour or so reading all the posts. I
plan on trying a good fuel with the least amount of ethanol in it, and then a good fuel system
cleaner. I am not convinced that I really have a true problem with the Catalytic converter. I will
report back and let you know if I have any success. P code trailblazer ss. I was trying to be
cheap and use cheap gas and my service light came on. I read a bunch of post here and one
post said to try gas that has less ethanol in the gas. Well I did and it worked I filled up with 93
octane from sunaco and a day later the light was off. I have a 98 GMC truck and check engine
light came on p I had a tool to check the codes and clear them, I cleared the code and it would
come on again, sometimes after a week or more. I called a muffler shop and he said it was the
catalytic converter, he has only seen a couple oxygen sensors go bad. I took it there and they
checked it, and said it was the converter causing the code and it was not working properly. Yet
my truck was running ok. The converter I had on was only years old. They replaced the
converter and cleared the light and so far after more than a week and about miles the light has
not come back on again. I saw yours problem with Po refers to cataliytic con. Is there a spell
check here? It is desperately needed. My friend if i tell you do spell in french or spanish how far
you will go. Do not criticize any one spelling,we here to help each other and share our
comments. Follow up on my earlier post. I have since run another tank of Ultimate through and
now am just running standard 87 octane fuel from BP, and so far no more codes. I will keep
updating if any further issues come up. Hope this helps all of you, check your fuel and run some
good fuel system cleaner through your car when you see that code, I recommend XLP Gasoline
Fuel System Cleaner. Good luck with your car. I'll try the Sunoco gas first, seems to be the
cheapest way out, although temporary. I'll let you know. Good idea first put fuel injection
cleaner,empty the tank,then sunoco 94 go on highway for 30 min. I purchase a 01 dodge neon
SE,I'm getting super bad gas mileage drving short distances. I found the trouble code PO,which
means problem with o2 senors, leaking exhaust,cat convert,misfires,etc. I changed the
converter the all sensors and still getting code p What next? I have a Lexus GX , the code P is
on. I want to know is because the muffle is broken to course the problem? Please help.. Neon
burn oil may show how engine runs,air filter if is chocking may be cat. P in 5. I would like to
address some of the questions listed here. The P code does in fact indicate that the Catalytic
converter is not functioning correctly, however it also can indicate a bad downstream O2
sensor. Should you just leave it alone? With no symptoms you could just leave it, but know that
a bad cat will only get worse, and could clog. A clogged catalytic is a very serious problem, as it
will prevent exaust gasses from being able to exit the combustion chamber, and can cause
permanent engine damage. I've had a terrible misfire for some time now, and could not locate
the cause. I had changed all 16 spark plugs, 8 wires, 8 coils and even the EGR valve By the time
my OBD spit out the P code, the the O2sensor circuit high-voltage code, I had done irreversible
damage to my cat. Though the misfire is now gone, I am still suffering poor mileage until I can
replace the converter. In short: take the P code seriously and give due dilligence to figuring why
it has been logged. It can save you alot of hassle and even more money. Last six months geting
po no symptoms good gas mileage engine runs good. Where should I start? I have confirmed
that the brand of gas does matter in my van. If if use BP, Shell I dont see any error codes. If I
have to use a cheeper fuel, Speedway, I get the codes in one tank of gas. I also used a great fuel
additive, XLP fuel treatment, and no problems! I can sell you some if you need it. I have Hyundai
Santa Fe 2. Down to about Mechanic said O2 sensors scanned Ok. If Bad cat would not cause
poor mileage could it still be sluggish front O2 sensor causing poor mileage and setting the po
code? Thanks for any help before I change expensive parts that aren't needed. What I usually
tell anyone who ask about testing catalyst converters is Look for holes or damage. If all looks
fine, take vehicle for a good run after dark and if cat is getting plugged it will be glowing red
enough to easily catch paper on fire. If vehicle is working fine it is more than likely the
downstream O2 sensor. Best thing to do is give vehicle a good tune up and run a tank of high
test gas, clear code and see if code stays away. The problem is 02 sensor at the back older cars
do not have one ,no po What happend if disconnect sensor. P Code -- Muffler shop said head
gasket leaking!! I had my catalytic converter replaced on my Chevy Lumina in May In December

, check engine light came on, code P I went to the dealership and had them check my car, after
telling me what muffler shop said, and they said that it was a bad catalytic converter, not the
head gasket!! I took it back to the muffler shop and had them replace the cat under warranty
even though they gave me a hard time, saying the would do it but only this time!! I recently had
my intake manifold gaskets replaced because they had been leaking for sometime, and I would
think that dealership would notice if the head gasket was leaking, since it's my understanding
that when the head gasket leaks you get coolant into the oil!!! Now, today, P code is on again!!!
I'm just wondering if anyone has ever heard of the head gasket leaking coolant into the exhaust
system causing the catalytic converter to go bad??? I'm going to the dealership tomorrow to
have them check the code and see what happens!!! Any insight into this whole "head gasket
leaking" idea the muffler shop had, or are they just trying to get more money out of me????? I
have a p L bank 1 on my 04 jeep wrangler,it only has 88, miles on it. I really need some help
tiring to get this figured out. I am tiring to pass emission. I had a few codes on my nissan.
Cylinder 4 misfire. Gave same codes again. Checked dist cap,wires,plugs,and rotor. Ill fix and
let all know. Advice: with high mileage vehicle owners. I stuck an old rag in the end of my
tailpipe while it was idling. Id start with the leak checks and a tuneup on high mileage vehicles.
After reading this forum, did a little pm on wife's 97 Civic. Re-gapped spark plugs and cleaned
air filter. CEL now gone. We'll see how long this lasts since her car has K on it! Saab 9. Go to
my friend SAE Saab mechanic I took my car to the Nissan dealer to replace the catalytic
converter. I drove the car home and later that day the service engine light came back on. I took
it to autozone to have them read the code it still gives P The guy said it's probably teh gas cap.
He cleaned off the gas cap and put the cap back on and the light went off. Now the service
engine light is back on again. What is the problem. Can you show the parts with the price. Hello,
I have a chevy blazer that had a plugged cat so my uncle gutted it out. Now my MIL is on for this
code. I was wondering if there was anyway to trick the PCM to think that the cat is working
efficiently and there are no problems with it. I was thinking about cutting the wiring to the O2
sensor and putting a resistor in between the wires Could that possibly work?? If so how much
more MPG would u expect? Any help would be greatly appriciated.. I am 18 years old and gas is
killing me! Im getting about 11 mpg in the city. P Code. Is there anybody out there that have had
simular codes on their Tans Am? Please help! Converter advise. A "CAT" Converter should
never fail. If so you have some issues. Most of the time it has to due with 1. There is nothing
wrong with a high flow cat near a universal cat the reason why the code comes back on is a
high flow cat has 1 less brick of filtering material than OEM so use a factory replacement and all
is well. The first thing I recommend is to try a fuel additive like et by e-tech sold at napa that
reverses the effect of ethanol in your fuel system. I have an astro van throwing code p I found
the flange gasket after the last o2 sensor leaking and 2 bolts broken. I cleared the code and had
the van E checked here in OHIO and because there were NO codes stored in the computer they
had to perform a tailpipe test and the van passed with no problems so I don't believe the cat is
faulty and the problem is with the leak at the flange. Honda civic I just bought the honda civic Lx
and it have mile on it, now the engine light on can you tell me what the cause. Can you give me
some adviser to solve this problem. Thank you in advange. I have a Jeep Classic took to
advance auto n it read these two codes what should i do? I replaced the Cataltic converter
about 2 years ago. Could it be going bad again. I have a 04 Passat wagon. What do i need to do?
My Chevy S has been giving me fits on this code since last Nov. Well thank God some finally
did! Now I can order the one piece pipe and bolt it in myself. No more messin around with the
muffler shops or friends who think they are back yard mechanics. I have a subaru STI, this
morning it all of the sudden stopped boosting however threw no check engine light on the dash.
I automatically assumed it was the turbo however, i ran the special emissions tool you can get
at autozone and it is telling me this same exact code I have 99 chevrolet malibu and it's given
me the code po and po i just change my catalytic converter and when i did it that's the code it
gave me it runs find with the codes but i would like to know what else can i change that would
help me make these codes go away P on 4cl Camry. Then took it to MIDAS i usually go to, and
they said the best thing is to replace o2 sensor on top of the manifold as the voltage was not
normal. I reluctantly agreed, but light came up again. Stuck now. I want to determine the root
cause myself. What all can I do? I had same problem. I replaced 02 censor between engine and
converter and still check engine light on. I checked exaust mani and found a crack. I replaced it,
also flushed radiatior anti freeze it was rusted and dirty. Now light is gone. It works for me.
Acura Integra 1. Helpful solutions. I hope this helps, I have a cr-v lx. My bi-annual smog exam
came up in the dreaded California. Just in case I'm pretty sure only the downstream oxy. Sensor
was bad according to the odb Codereader. I cleared the codes than put about 50 freeway miles
on the odometer I believe The comp needs to perform a drive cycle. Took it to simplesmog it
passed, mil hasn't come back. Hope this helps. This all helps. Need Help! I have 04'BMWci and

for some reason i come up with this codes P,P,P,P,P does anybody knows what's that means
please help me solve this problem. Great article.. It will be much better if some CATS experts
answer those questions in order. Maybe, they got their answers by email? If so, is there a link to
go and check them out. It would be a great.. But, it really nice article thou My jetta has a strong
gasoline smell. I have a VW Jetta 1. I had it checked at an auto-zone with a scanner and it came
out to be a misfire code for all 1,2,3and 4 cylinders according to the guy who told me about
these codes he said it was all 4 of my fuel injectors so i got them replace and after i got them
replace my service engine light still on and it still has a strong gasoline smell inside the car and
trunk. It has also consuming me more gasoline and every time I'm driving my car it skips when i
push on the gas and the service engine light blinks. I have put a lot money on this does anyone
out there might have a solution that can fix my problem or any of this type of symptoms on their
car and what was it? I have Toyota Sienna it is P problem, what is is, how could be it fix and
who will be the best to fix it. Scotty knows the best! Hey friends! I found answer here. Scotty,
the Mechanic describes how to resolve this issue in his YouTube video. Possible bad catalytic
converter. Only when I go at highway speeds for more than an hour, at one time, does my check
engine light come on. This happened 2x's and each time the light goes out by itself after a week
or two of local driving. Toyota told me that the cat converter code came up and advised me to
change it. The check engine light is not on now. Does this mean that the part is bad? Could it be
the o2 sensors or something else? I have a 99 gmc sonoma auto with the 4. Check engine light
comes on for a few days then goes away and comes back on. I read a few and I strongly believe
that the gas has something to do with this. Reason being, my brothers 03 camry's light is on
and a mechanic scan is and it has cat problems. I also scanned my girlfriends car and its threw
a code different from p but the code is for cat performing insufficienly. So I wonder why? Ima
check for leaks and Ima swith to shell gas 93 and see what happens. I have an 03 altima 2. One
of the cars previous problems that I was told about is it was miss firing. The car also stalled on
him a couple of times. Before I received it, the O2 sensors, 2 coils, spark plugs, and battery was
replaced. There was a couple of other minor things changed. The mechanic claimed that the car
stalled because of a short on the headlamp. When I received the car, the check engine light was
on and read, you've guessed it, P As long as the car was ran normally, it ran great. However,
when I drove the car hard, it would rev up to rpms and would not shift unless I let off of the gas
a little. Because of the know problems with nissans cat. I've been driving for 3 day since and the
light hasn't turned back on yet. Like before, the car still runs good under normal driving, but if
you get on it a little hard, it has the same problem as before. The only difference that I noticed
after changing the cat. After the converter was changed, I drove it really hard to see if the
problem was fixed. Twice I tried pinning it from a dead stop and the car nearly stalled on me. I'm
trying to decide what I should check next or if it's even worth my time and money to try to fix. I
was thinking about changing the fuel filter and checking for clogs in the exhaust. Any
suggestions on what to do next? For - Nicole. It sounds like the sending unit isn't working. It
could be part of the pump or a separate piece that failed. I had this code in and did not do
anything about it. I still got 30mpg on the road and the car ran fine. I had to get the car
emissions tested in so I had the catalytic converter replaced by my mechanic. The light went off
for 10 months and then came back on again with the same P code. The mechanic replaced the
converter under warranty and all was fine for miles and the light is back on. The car has K on it,
but it runs just fine. Anybody experienced the same problem with your Impala? I've replaced
both o2 sensors and had a recent oil change but my check engine like is still illuminating. DO
you think I may need to replace my catalytic converter? It Cleans Catalytic converters and O2
Sensors. I have a friend who had a P on a '99 Dodge and it also wasn't running right. He poured
that in and it fixed it after around miles. I see all the questions , but none of the answers can be
read. Replaced the catalytic converter when the exhaust pipe downstream of it corroded
irreparably - big mistake. Should have brought the job to a freelance mechanic who knows how
to cut out the corroded parts and leave the old cat converter in place, which no doubt had way
more Pt than the replacement. Now, a year plus later, the p code comes on; and when erased, it
comes on after about a week or two of local driving. Any other ideas to try? California
Emissions. If you replace you cat converter with a universal it will not resolve your Issue. FYI
this will not be a converter either. Price tag of and up for the right converter. In order to get the
right converter look under your hood and find the Emission number for your make of car in
calif. Only in calif we have tight Emission standereds??? Rember your cat converter must be a
calif emissions approved cat or your light and smog will not pass. Your check light will remain
on too. Your christian cheif mech3. If you go to the dealer after you put a universal Cat on your
car they will not tell you that you got the wrong cat converter? They make money and have you
return back once you replace it with another wrong universial Cat. I have seen the same guy put
4 cats on all not meeeting cal emission. We put it on and issue resolved. Hope this helps with

your cat issues. I had two codes thrown for cylinder misfires, smelled sulfur rotten eggs
occassionally while driving, then car developed a rough idle at stops which suddenly started
happening and then stopped about a week later , and it wouldn't shift correctly when taking off
from stops occassionally. I took it into the shop and sure enough the catalytic converter needed
to be replaced along with the O2 sensor. Also, at first my check engine light would stay off for
awhile after clearing the code but always came back on until it stayed on consistently. I have a
honda civic dx with the code p bank 1 my car stall without warning i was wondering if a bad
catalytic converter could cause it to stall like that i already took it to get looked at he had my car
for almost 2 weeks and could not get it to stall i picked the car up on my way home the check
engin light cam on and that is the code I got the car did not stall for a week and is now stalling
again help please. I have a po code and I replaced the rear o2 sensor and had the code
removed. With in 50 miles the check engine light came back on. I had it re scaned and again
po!!!! The car seems to have slight miss when running. I do not want to to trial and error as this
could be cost prohibited and as we all know times are not that prosperous. I have a ford
exployer sport v6 4. Also what is the differance between a scan and diagnostics. Can any one
please help me! Mexican Accord. Is this correct? I recently bought mine. It is a 07 Accord SE 2.
What does it mean? I changed catalytic converter on mazda millenia wont run any better now
what. Reply to post Carl, Depending on the type of coolant your car uses, leaking coolant into
the exhaust will kill a converter and the O2 sensors. The Glycol based coolant the green stuff
has a high silicon base and will coat the O2 sensors and wont burn off, and make them read
incorrectly as well as coat the inside of the converter. I don't recall if the red coolant has the
same problem or not but ANY coolant leak should be addressed as it WILL lead to expensive
repairs if ignored. As for fuel trim being set from the rear O2 sensor- I dunno, but if it is it should
throw the front sensor into spasms that should set an O2 sensor code. Everyone should keep in
mind- an OBD2 code is a generic trouble code output by a special computer designed to
interpret the powertrain modules codes so they can be read by emission testing facilities, it is
NOT a code to indicate what part to buy, or to diagnose what to fix. The real diagnostic codes
are in the PCM that cannot be read by a generic code scanner. My car used a half tank of gas in
52 miles What else could be causing this? Fix for error code P I am the person with one of the
latest post with a po code for a ford exployer sport. After horror stories from many mechanics I
ran across a site I purchased a direct fit converter and had it installed and my car no longer has
a po code and passed the P. I recomend that any one contact them via phone and they will help
you. Error in p and p I have a lexus gx And the lights are all on! The mechanic says its the p
catalyst system below threshold bank 1 and p catalyst system below threshold bank 2. I have to
get new catalytic converters, but just cant find any! Do you know where i can buy it online? It's
those "standards" that are causing the problem. My Subaru Outback wagon had the converter
rust off at the flange. Took it back and they reset the CEL. Worked find for a few months then
came back on just before we needed the car inspected new york. My mechanic informed me that
the car has two sensors Monroe stated both were O2 sensors. Apparently the replacement
converter installed by Monroe Muffler is not up to the California "standards" that is programmed
into the computer on the vehicle. This means that the converter needs to meet California
"standards" here in New York. No way around it. P catalyst system efficiency below threshold
bank. I have a Chevy S10 with miles. My check engine light is on again. It was on before and had
a p so I changed the wires, plugs, cap and rotor. Also used a better grade of gas and put in an
additive. I erased the code but it came back on within a few days. At that time the truck was still
running however now the truck will not start it is trying but wont start. I dont know what I should
do now. I hate to take it to a professional and potentially waste a lot of money. Thanks for any
help you can give. B1 catalyst failure. I was just wondering which one is B1. I have a Nissan
Maxima and they said i had 2 converts and B1 failed, so my question to you is B1 in front by the
transmission or by the mufflers? P and CEL. Catalytic converters can be expensive, and if you
need to get through the emissions test with little cost, a "fix" is out there for P code. Subaru
dealers have a fitting that goes between the O2 sensor and the pipe. It moves the sensor out of
the exhaust stream. This does not fix the problem, and is not legal for street use, but it does
clear the check engine light. Most sensors have the same type sensor, so even if you don't have
a Subaru, it should work, and it costs under 20 bucks. I have seen it work on S10 Chevys. In any
case, it seems that since P's can often result from incomplete combustion issues, whether from
bad or ethanol spiked! This way you won't be paying through the nose to change out an
expensive CAT or sensors for nothing, and even if you eventually have to, you're only doing
some simple and inexpensive stuff that you'd normally be doing anyways. I also agree that an
OEM CAT should last the life of the car, and would not likely need to be replaced unless
contaminated with oil or coolant glycol,silicates as a result of some other more serious engine
failure. LOL to the "Bitch Code" diagnosis. The code sure puts a lot of money into dealers and

garage owners pockets for useless and expensive CAT and parts changeouts. So beware. As an
aside, I've also heard that using too much gas line antifreeze methanol can sometimes provoke
the code. Thanks to all who posted their P fault code experiences and fixes. Now I'm off to go
try out my own advice, and I'll be back to let you know how it works out. Hope that this post has
helped someone. Good luck to all! Do it yourself costly guesses. As a Veteran Mechanic and
Tech that owns and operates a shop it seems like a great thing when people give each other
advice online with no tools or training. Most likely a PO should be properly diagnosed before
making repairs. The cost of tools and training is expensive and people that guess do not have
to pay for these types of processional items. When reality sets in people whit quality
diagnostics are worth more than parts changers will ever be worth. Look at a shops track record
and support the good ones. This type code is very difficult to repair. Getting all of the routine
systems in order is great advice. The poor tune, misfire, vacuum leak, bad plug, wires, intake
leak, coil failure, exhaust leak, all have something in common they ruin catalytic convertors
over time. This is monitored by the rear oxygen sensors and is feedback to the processor. If the
rear O2 or oxygen sensor s is switching like the front it will set the code. Oscilloscope and
scanner and thermometer and a brain that functions can diagnose this problem. It is the rule
with this type of a code that more than one issue gets the car to this type of failure. It is the
exception when only one thing causes it. Always check for TSB's technical service bulletins
dealer or manufacturer recalls and computer flash updates as part of the repair process. Do you
think it is possible that most mechanics are great at what they do and not great
communicators? Is it possible that if you had to spend k on tools to get a 15 to 20 dollar an hour
job that a little respect instead of distrust might go a long way? Give a tech a break. Mechanics
fix cars to make a living and help people. PO is one of thousands of possible codes. Let
professionals help you save money, pay them for their time and say Thanks! Please, i need
some help with this code, p It keeps appearing even though I've got changed both the O2
sensors. My car is a Nissan Altima 4 cylinders. I'll appreciate any helping comment. Ran Gas
Tank Dry Ran my gas tank dry a couple times recently. I ran completely dry. Filled the tank with
one gallon. Drove home. Three lights just for running the tank dry. So I have a Scion xB. I'm
guessing either the cat is plugged or something is plugged up with gunk. This would then read
in the system as "high fuel pressure" under the generic trouble code P??? How do I fix gunk in
the upstream fuel system? My truck has this code do I have to replace the catalyst converter?
Light went out after 2 wks. This summer it came on an d stayed on. Replaced with universal cat.
Both sensors were also replaced. After 3 wks. Went to Auto Zone and they turned light off. Lght
came on again with Code P Help Please Been going back and forth in the last wks. I have and
that I recently posted. Please teke my advice and at least look at the web site I recomended. Call
them and they might help as in october I was having panic eppisodes over this as my car was
almost side lined due to pa inspection. I called and after talking to them they sold me a cat. It is
december and my car has legal inspection stickers as it has passed inspection. The people that
are stateing an after market converters do not work are wrong!!!!!!!!!!! I have no idea what a p
catalyst efficiency code was. It is great that you can go online and read more about this. I think
it will take us to the dealer and see what they have to say about it. But, it is nice to have
information on hand to make sure you are not getting ripped off. My malfunction indicator light
came on about miles ago. I took it to Autozone and they told me I have the catalyst efficiency
below threshold p trouble code and it is probably an O2 sensor. On the advice of a mechanic
friend I put a can of Seafoam in it with a tank of super unleaded and a can of STP octane boost.
About miles ago the light went off. I'm hoping it doesn't come back. Wanted to pass this along
in case it might help someone. Read most of the comments and want to ask a question, do O2
sensors have a life span? My understanding is that O2's have a live span of about
hrs,depending on how you drive that can be about , miles or so is this correct? Any advice
would be appreciate!!! Code read p on crv. Took car have dealer check, it's the cat convter.
Don't have that kind of money laying around. But my problem is the car gives out poor mpg ,
sometime 21 if I'm lucky. Check and read, car suppose to be 25 hwy and 20 city. I mean WoW
that's huge. But not sure if this is the answer cause I don't want to spend a ton of money and
turn out it's still gives me low mpg. Anyone ever have some issue like this or similar. FYI, did
tune up already. Plugs, wire cap and rotor, change oil, and flush tranny. Thanks for any help. Hi
I have a Toyota sienna. It's showing the code P Recently i got its transmission changed. And
got new tyrods and bolt assembly. And within 20 days it's showing the check engine sign. It's
for CAT efficiency below threshhold. I don't understand what's the problem. Every month it
shows some problem. The miles on the car is miles so far. Could anyone tell me where is the
cataLic converter in the car and can we fix ourself. I have spent more than dollars last year for is
car and I don't want to apennines any money. Honda Odyssey update from 3 posts up. I posted
a few posts ago about my Odyssey. Well I have about another miles on it and no light still. The

Seafoam, premium gas and octane boost seems to have done the trick, although I think the
Seafoam is what really fixed it. Try it if you haven't already. Good luck. Had a p on my corolla,
and have a scan tool with 3 color emissions status and it was yellow. Check exhaust system ,ok
, hooked up scan tool and upstream o2 changed alot, down stream was steady, ok. Changed
upstream o2 with new bocsh unit Plug in scan tool , emission status now green, problems
solved. OK I year ago, I never got the code but heard noise turned out to be my cats bouncing
parts around in the cat. Replaced with after market cats which are warranted 5 years. I also
change the spark plug not the wires. A couple of weeks ago, I got the PO code. I put in Chevron
premium gas nothing help. Check for leaks, nothing, check for vacuum lines, nothing. I change
the spark plug wires and noticed a big difference in power. SO I was about to replace the cats
until I read the post above. The Lacquer Thinner was the trick. I have miles on the engine. I was
very skeptical, and pray about the Lacquer Thinner, because this sounded so stupid, and I
thought I could ruin my engine even my friends were waiting for my engine to blow up. I have a
very strong running truck, I will give it gas and end up spinning my tires by accident. This really
works. I would check the obvious, Leaks, vacuum hoses, battery connections, spark plugs, plug
wires, but the good one Bosh. Then after all that put in one gallon of Lacquer Thinner, and one
bottle of Chevron Pro Guard, cleans the fuel injectors. Try the cheap stuff first, then go into the
more expensive stuff. I have been telling with this code P for about two months now and I can
get the engine light to go way just by adding sea foam injector cleaner and running premium
gas, so that tells me that I need to pay more attention to the 02 sensor on downside or behind
the catalytic converter or spark plugs. So now after checking for vacume leaks and cleaning
connectors. And also check your cold air intake hose for leaks use zip ties to seal up intake
hose if needed. You have to get the little stuff out of the way. I will update after I bench test the
02 sensor and or replace spark plugs. The End for now? I have a GMC Sierra V-6 and i wanted to
know why auto part sites list a front and a rear sensor. The front sensor is always a few dollars
highter. Then some sites have them with the same part number front and the rear at the same
price. Is there any difference in the to sensors? Check under the hood and car for any air leaks,
such as intake manifold, vacuum hoses, exhaust manifold, exhaust leaks 2. You can find
directions by gooleing. Moving the sensor back a bit will solve the problem. This code can also
come on from burning oil if you have leaky valves or a worn motor. If that is the case, replacing
the cat will only end up with another failure down the road as the burning oil is what is ruining
the cat. My wife's car check engine light comes up sometimes. It will come up for awhile, and
magically disappear with no apparent reason. I bought a new cat and right before I was about to
put it in, the light went off. I used to think it had to do with when I filled up, but I don't know. Any
suggestions would be great. I have a scan tool, and I can see live stats, but I don't know what
the two o2 sensors should be at. Hi if anyone can help he with this code , I have a 97 is coupe ,I
replace my 02 sensor with two used ones, an a few days I got the p , can this cost by have bank
1 sensor plug up at bank 2 I ask this because I never do this work before , thanks to who all can
help. I read that vacuum leaks will cause a code, so I looked around On my car, it was
disconnected. I had to take the smaller tree off after removing the windshield wiper and pan to
get my hands on it to squeeze the line back on. I reconnected everything and took it for a test
drive Looking into a new fuel filter next These cars are well engineered. This one has K miles on
it and still drives and runs great. Usually catalytic converters don't just "go bad. Ok, so I have
changed both O2 sensors and the check engine light came on and I still have the same code, is
it safe to say that the converter is out and needs to be replaced? Please help!! SES again every
winter. I tried the injector fluid again, cleaned O2 sensor, and even a new gas cap on my altima 4
cyl. I have Toyota Solaris 2. Code P is trouble code. I was told that the factory cats are far
superior than aftermarket and I may need to go the factory route. Quite pricey however for a can
with , on the clock. Any thoughts?? I have jeta with po cat effic threshold bank 1 engine code
and no pawer and knocking please send me and email thank you. Not a Computer. I have a 96
merc sable with a P code which has been coming on every 30 miles or less for the past 5 yrs.
Current mechanic cannot give me a definite answer what the problem is. I think he is just, well
you get my point. P code Not sure why my car would not start my husband changed my fuel
pump and then turned out to need a new engnition coil. When it finally started it ran bad.. Now
my check engine with P code. Can you help what we should do next? Thanks so much!! I just
bought a pilot 03 and i see the famous P error code - Catalyst system Efficiency below
threshold. The only thing I noticed was that the engine oil was getting low so I changed the
engine oil and wiped the check engine sign. I do not know if I solved the problem. Any ideas!!!
The reason why your getting a P and the reason why your radiator fans keep turning on is
because your catalyst converter is getting very hot because it is clogged with half burned oil.
Well that's what my mechanic told me today. Well I. Well first I changed two o2 sensors and my
temperature sensor. My check engine light was still on so he asked me if my van uses alot of oil

he said that's your problem he said the half burnt oil sludge gets caught in your catalyst
converter and your cat is clogged from this oil burning problem Blow by. The catalyst could
catch fire. So I suggest if your vechicle is going through alot of oil you should complain to the
NHTSA so the more complaints the better. They will push your dealer for a recall. Just wanted to
let folks know that it seems like I solved my P code. I read all of these posts and was confident
my catalytic converter did not need to be changed contrary to a few mechanics knee jerk
opinion. This motor has 98, on it and is sporting a generic catalytic converter. That told me that
the original one was replaced most likely because the P code was previously diagnosed
incorrectly as a bad catalytic coverter. No other codes were being stored in the computer's
memory. My solution was to do a tune-up and look for exhaust leaks before the converter and
intake leaks before the motor. I found no leaks. This particular motor does not have the ability to
adjust the timing so that was not considered. I determined that the next thing would be to
ensure the up-stream oxygen sensor was working properly. I did not have an oscyliscope to
compare the up-stream sensor to the down-stream sensor nor an advanced OBDII scanner to
pull fuel trim and real time information on the sensors. Replacing the up-stream oxygen sensor
has solved my particular P check engine code. I wanted to let people know this to encourage
them that it is not always the catalytic converter that is the problem. It may only be the symptom
of a poorly running motor. To fix your particular P issue I encourage you to make sure the
engine is performing perfectly, sensors and all before spending the money to replace the
catalytic converter. Converters are killed by poor running engines. Cheers and good luck. It is
frustrating to see what do these auto repair shop mechanics do to fix the root cause of the
problem! I got the P code and then transmission related codes.. After 2K miles, P showed up
again. Injector cleaner was a temp fix on my Altima S AT k. We baby this car and well
maintained. This maybe why no crankshaft code, but the fix so far is the crankshaft sensor! My
wife's 98 grand am 3. About a year ago I replaced the converter, both 02 sensors, coil packs,
fuel pump and a total tune up, plugs, wires, air etc Everything was fine for about 6 months then
the light came back on and now recently her gas tank thumps about seconds after driving it
with a fuel smell. Visually everything looks good with no leaks. Is this an evap problem? Any
help or feedback would be great! Inaccurate information. I disagree with the statement, " If the
reading fluctuates then the sensor is likely bad and will need to be replaced"quot;, when
performing diagnostics for a p dtc, monitor your o2 sensor voltages pre cat and post cat, bank 1
sensor 1 pre cat should be switching quickly, post cat bank 1 sensor 2 should be moving, but
slowly, if both are switching quickly, this would be caused by a degraded catalitc converter
allow exhaust gases to exit quickly, not a faulty o2 sensor. If the cat was clogged you will most
likely have misfire p dtc's and a insuffient activity code for bank 1 sensor 2. I just got my Dodge
Caravan returned to me with the check engine light on and I took it and had it checked out and it
came up the code P Does anyone have a first suggestions on what I can do first. I have a Saturn
Vue and failed emissions with P and P codes. What should I do first. I hope I don't have to get a
Catalytic Converter. I have a m with 3. P idea from 18 yrs of experience. As a mechanic with 18
yrs of experience working on weed eaters to bulldozers it's easier to state what I've never
worked on, airplane, helicopters and trains. Today's vehicles are not like the ones of yesterday,
when you could just state the symptoms and noises your car was making to the mechanic, then
he would fix it. I'm sorry not that easy. As stated earlier the dtc simply is tell you that the control
module cm, ie computer thinks the pre cat o2 sensor and the post cat o2 sensor readings are
near the same, to the cm it means the vehicle is not running efficiently creating excess
pollution. Which can be caused by a number of issues. All sensors whether pressure, position,
or temperature adjust voltage of the circuit which is then interpreted by the CM. There is no
clear answer to what needs to to repaired without further diagnostics. Every part related needs
to be checked. The repair could be costly cat replacement or very cheap cleaning a connectors
contacts. The Cat might be in need of replacement, one of the O2 sensors may need to be
replaced, the CM could be faulty, a wire in the circuit maybe chaffed and touching a power
source or a ground source, or one of the connectors maybe corroded. In the short, there is two
ways to repair the vehicle, one can be very costly the wrong way, although you might get lucky
the other can be very time consuming. Pick a part, purchase it, replace it, and test drive the
vehicle. If the light goes away, woo hoo it's fixed. If the light is still on pick another part and
repeat and keep repeating till the light goes out. This method could result in replacing all
electrical and mechanical parts. Properly diagnosis the all items related to the system. Which
may include the use of scan tools, digital multi-meter, access to the proper repair information,
and other tools and test equipment. Take the time and do it right. If you do not have the skills
and knowledge for this method, find a good repair shop. A little secret to finding a good repair
shop is to look around the shop and ask questions. A shop where you have to set an
appointment is likely to be a good place, it is likely to be busy because they do good work. Ask

them what type of diagnostic equipment do they use, where do the obtain their service
information, how long have they been in business, will they offer a warranty, etc. The less they
advertise and the larger long term return customer base the better the shop. The best answer I
have to all these questions is properly diagnosis the system and repair the minimal amount of
items to achieve success. I cleaned the engine as I have done numerous times before with
Simple Green, taking care not to get the electrics wet. Well the next day it started bucking,
hesitating and tripped the MIL. Scanned it, found a random misfire. Pulled the coils, found
moisture on 4 of them. Blew them off, sprayed with WD40, and blew off again. Blew out the wells
where the plugs are, found a lot of water in 2. Wife drove it the next day, a lot of hesitation and
the mil came back on. Scanned and found 5 cyl misfire. Pulled all coils, 5 had a little moisture
on it, the rest dry. Replaced all plugs, blew out all wells again, reinstalled, reset MIL, took for a
long ride, ran great!! I only drove the car about 50 miles with the misfire. Are the cat's that
delicate that it could be ruined, or maybe a o2 sensor? Does anyone have any Ideas? Thank
You. Recently i have had the check engine light come on in my car. I took the car to the dealer
and they replaced the cataylated converter. I took it back to the dealer and they replaced the 02
censor. Can anyone fix this car correctly so i don't have to buy a new car. I appreciate any help
anyone can give me. P Pontiac Grand Prix. Ive replaced all catalytic converters as of last yr. I
have a Ford Fiesta. After code I replaced spark plugs, air filter, downstream and upstream O2
sensors. OBDII reader shows cat inlet and outlet temperatures differ by degrees and all other
readings are good. Light only comes on about every miles and only when pedal is between
acceleration and deceleration. Car has , miles on it , is not a typo. I have Chevy avalanche with P
code and the motor is running rough shouod I change the rear o2 sensor or the cat. I have a
Ridgeline that is showing this code. This code first appeared about two months ago and I reset
the computer only to have it reappear again. The vehicle only has 57k miles. I have done a
visual inspection and can see no problems. The vehicle is running fine. What should I do?
Lights out! What does this mean? Thank you for your time and help. My engine light is on and
the mechanic told me that it was my Catalyct Converter. I see that if you have the p code
showing that it can be the rear 02 sensor or cat converter. However can it also be the upper 02
sensor which is also called the air fuel sensor??? Hi, PO code with strong fuel odor in cabin.
Trying to keep up with 4 cars is not fun! Thanks ahead! I cant realy see the plug head,it seems
to go inside of a bi plastic encloure. Toyota 4 runner But, are the comments for real? Did you all
read the website above? Every last one of you didnt do everything on the list, and then say how
do i fix it now? What do i do next? I bought my 07 Acura MDX about a year ago with miles and
check emission light on. It is now on miles and the last mechanic visited read the code and said
catalytic efficiency less than 0. I was thinking to by pass O2 sensor,but I saw to move away the
sensor to change readings and solve problem. This fixed my PO code. I was traveling, the car
was running fine, no work had been done to the car, the milage was low, thought it was likely
the loose gas cap problem. Two days later it was back on. Autozone got PO code. Never got a
chance to check the first code. Near the end of the day, on another food stop, the MIL light was
off when I restarted the engine. It has been off over a week. I am not promoting BP, just relating
what I did. I learned a lot reading through this forum. Good Luck. I have a Chrysler Pacifica and
failed an emission test due the err
nissan patrol repair manual free download
2001 hyundai elantra wiring diagram
four wheeler wiring diagram
or P Bank 1. The cat converter and exhaust were replaced by the dealer in but the check engine
light has been coming on sparingly for over a year. I just recently started smelling gas. Dear All,
I have Chevrolet Aveo From few days I saw this Yellow light. I'm still driving the car there will be
any problem, Please advice me what to do. Dear Mr. I have a honda crv ex i have change the
upper oxigen sensor with a brand denso but the down oxigen sensor with a different cheaper
brand the engine light went off for a full month without turning on. I have also notice that when I
put gas and drive a few miles the light goes on again then after three different drives it goes off.
Today I turned on my car in the morning, after a few minutes i noticed that the check engine
light was still lit, i went to my job when i get home the curios little light was turned on. Lacquer
thinner? Has anyone tried the lacquer thinner besides Bob and had it work. Bob I'd love to hear
if it worked long term for you.

